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FOREWORD 

The Third Meeting of the IAEA International Working Group on Advanced 
Technologies for Water Cooled Reactors (IWGATWR) was held in Vienna, from 
21 to 23 Hay 1990. 

The main purpose of this meeting was to review and discuss the status 
of national programmes, the progress achieved since the last meeting held 
in June 1988 in the field of advanced technologies and design trends for 
existing and future water cooled reactors. 

This document contains the papers presented by the IWGATWR members. 
Part I, which is published separately, contains the summary report of the 
meeting. 
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In preparing this material for the press, staff of the International Atomic Energy Agency have 
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ARGENTINE ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE 
rWGATWR FRAMEWORK 

H.M. ANTUNEZ 
Comisidn Nacional dc Energia At6mica, 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 

1. 1936/* 1990 IN ARGENTINA 
I. J. Power reactors. 

Argentina has continued concentrating its capacities in the 
area of power reactors in the natural uranium fuelled ana D20 
cooled ana moderated pressurized neavy water reactors (PHURS). 
The Cooisi6n Nacional oe Energia Atomica (CNEA) operates 
commercially two nuclear power plants (NPP>; 

- since June 1974, Central Nuclear Atucna I (CNAI). 
335nwe net (pressure uessel. Siemens) and 

- since November 1963. Central Nuclear Embalse (CNE>. 
60onue net (pressure tubes. AECL>. 

The third PHUR is only about 68* completed: 
- scheduled for commercial operation in 199S (1). Central 

Nuclear Atucf-a I I ( C N A I I ) . e<J2nue net (pressure vessel, 
ENACE - a joint venture of CNEA and KUU). 

A fourth PHUR to be installed later, witn type and location 
selection at present in progress, is included in the National 
Electric Power Plan. 
In addition, current electric power demand projections support 
an important increase in the nuclear generation capacity before 
20lO. even with optimistic hypothesis about hydroelectric power 
developments and with moderate growth rates. Ano such increase 
would occur with PHUR* according to the approved policies. 

1.2, Orientation of efforts. 
The attainment of an intensive use of the available . 
intellectual capabilities continues being one of the most 
widespread concerns in Argentina, only cnallenged Oy minds 
influenced t>y snortsighted interests. 
In practice, economical conditions have not always been 
suitable to progress in that direction. But the particular 
degree of continuity observed in the peaceful applications of 
nuclear technologies nas favoured the development of this 
specific field. And it is worth preserving tnis achievement as 
a national asset. 
Within the area of nuclear power, many small steps -whether 
with appreciable practical end products or not- built up an 
increasingly active role for CNEA. The examples presented in 
JUGATUR'2-2 <|988> illuminate this point within a variety 
of tasks of the engineering groups, aimed to improve the 
operation and the safety of the NPPs with analysis of design 
modifications, of perfcmance and of significant events; with 
assistance during scheduled outages, for fuel handling or for 
other operation activities: ana with the development of better 
analysis tools. 

In this overall context, the local participation in the CNAI 
project was litniteo to the construction ana the operation; in 
CNC. it was extended to the mounting, plus detailed design *na 
in cases the basic engineering of some secondary systems; in 
CNAII, it includes much 3f the basic and detailed engineering. 
So. the fourth PHUR as a project will play a fundamental role 
in completing ano consolidating the local captbilities >r. many 
areas of technology development, conceptual jri Dasic 
engineering, and material and component production. 
It is expected that the reactor type finaiiy selected for the 
fourth PHUR will be the most adequate for the ones to follow. 
Sucn circumstance would provide a sound basis for longer term 
planning in research and development, engineering and 
production, with improved assignment cf the limited Argentine 
resources of all sorts: human, economic and industrial. Also, 
tn increased local participation in future PHUR projects will 
be favoured. 
But this is not all. The Increasingly active role Of CNEA 
rendered another by-product during 1986/1990: it was 
determinant for allowing both the decision and the integral 
management of tne recuperation of the seriously damaged CNAJ as 
described in this report. 
A final aspect to point out is that the nuclear development and 
construction plans nave been delayed even more than in other 
countries due to the economic and financial restrictions 
referred in 2.4.1. And that, in view of the critically 
unsufficient generating capacity available for the national 
interconnected electrical network, resources were concentrated 
in actions aimed to increase tne availability of CNC, which 
reached 86.93* for 1988, 87.88* for 1989 and a world-scale 
remarkable 95.33k for 1990. This last one. combined witn a 
59.73* for CNAI amidst its recuperation process, resulted for 
1990 in a 16.47% of tne electric energy generated by the 
nuclear sector, which only accounted for 7.77* of tne installed 
power <11. 

>-3- Recusation of a seriously damaged NPP. 
CNAI, the earliest NPP owned and operated Oy CNEA, suffered an 
operating incident in August 1986. As a result, serious damages 
were oetected in the fuel coolant channels and other reactor 
internals. Tne difficulties involved in the diagnosis ana 
repair activities were successfully overcome t>y applying all 
available capacities, nucn of tne nuclear manpower of Argentina 
was engaged in the many original tasks involved, and in twenty 
three months CNAI could be safely brought back to full power. 

1.4. Other work. 
Other work reported by CNACE includes tne conceptual design of 
an additional heat sink for pressurized water reactors <f»uRs>, 
a feasibility analysis of the Co-60 production in pressure 
vessel PHuRs and a study of severe postulated accidents for its 
proposed 380 riue also pressure uessel PHUR. 



I 2. WEPOIP. MOWK MT CNMI 
2.1. The ld»e. 
2.1.1 C*MI (2> had a satisfactory performance: along M years in 

operation since 1974 it supplied 31.OSS GUn (3). 
2.1.2 CMAI is based on a pressure vessel PHWR (4> (cf. fig. !>• 020 

Moderateo and cooled, with 253 natural U02 fuel elements. Each 
of tnese gathers 36 fuel rods 5.3 • long and is loaded in a 
separate, vertical coolant channel -belonging to the neat 
transport system- submerged in the Moderator tank; this, in 
turn, is enclosed in the 470 rtg. 22 NinoCr 3? ferritic steel 
pressure vessel (5). The coolant channels can be accessed 
througn the pressure vessel lid. as an average of 1.3 fuel 
eleaents per full power day *r» refuelled on power; the average 
discharge burn up is over 6300 nuotigu. 

2.1.3 The Moderator (with heat exchangers) and priaary heat transport 
<with steaa generators) forced circulation systeas are separate 
<cf. fig. 2>. This allows this particular reactor to operate 
with the aoderator at a roughly 100 K lower teaperature than 
the coolant, even if a direct connection downstreaa the coolant 
channels equalizes tneir pressures to a noamal t.. 15 nPa abs. 
Heating of the Moderator by the coolant through separating 
Metallic M U « is hindered by ad hoc tnerMal insulation inside 
tne Moderator tank: 
- two I MM thick successive stainless steel plates create a two 

layer stagnant Moderator blanket adjacent to the cylindrical 
tank wall: 

- one O.i plus one 0.2 MM thick successive zircaloy-4 foils 
originate a sieilar effect along the 1.73 MM thick (also 
zircaloy-4) wan of the coolant channel tubes. 

2.1.4 The coolant flows upwards in the 10.26? * long. 10? aa ID 
coolant channel; its inlet nozzle fits with an about 0.125 MM 
diaaeter clearaitce into a sleeve in tne Moderator tank bottom, 
just above the lower plenua of the heat transport systea. A 
relative vertical Moveeent is hence allowed between channel and 
Moderator tank, so to pereit differential tnerMal expansion and 
irradiation growth as no such play is possible at tne upper 
end. But a practical consequence of sucn loose fitting is a 
leak of coolant froa the reactor lower plenua into the 
Moderator tank botto* due to tne about 0.7 MP* ig> overpressure 
existing upstreae the coolant channels; sucn a leak is 
estiMated to aaount 35 kg/'s for the whole reactor (6). that 
accumulates to an average of 40.0O0 M3 per channel sleeve since 
1974 (7). 
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L.1.5 Finally, wi tn regard To tne scop a of thi* presentat ion. tne 
wooer*tor tank also encloses: 
- tna 29 neutron jtttorofr control roos lodged in slanting guide 

tubes: 
- tna inlet cloweri and outlet (upper) moderator distribution 
p>r far< t*d toroias; 

- tne 6 guide lubes for as many I>2P leuel measuring devices 
<cf. fig. 3). 6 « long, aoout 51 •» Oiameter, with a A mm 
tnicK i<realoy-« wall, and fitted witn no Play to tne 
moderator tan* top. out witn a nozzle • sleeue •ounting to 
tn*: ootto*. litre tne coolant channels. 

2.2. The wuQust 1986 incioent. 
2.2.1 On August is. 1988, tne reactor was snut oown manually ano 

Oriuen to cola *n.ut Oown. low coolant level condition, due to 
observation* wnicn could be linked witn failure of tne coolant 
cnannel »06 (cf. fig. 3): 
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a) Slight increase of moderator tM»tr»tur». 
b> Four days earlier, a shut down originated by J negative 

reactivity insertion; this in turn was later verified to oe 
caused -via the negative reactivity coefficient- by a 
localized Moderator temperature increase, resulting fro* a 
sizable leak of coolant into the Moderator tank. 

c) Fluctuations in an ex-core flux detector close to R06. 
d> Increased overall gamma activity in the coolant (no routine 

individual channel measurements were possible, cf. 2.6.3). 
e» Visual inspection in the spent fuel bay showed serious 

fretting damage in the fuel discharged botn on August 6 and 
15 from R06. including loss of the lower aaout 80 cm of the 
latter <e>. 

2.2.2 There was no radioactive eaterial release and nobody was 
injured. 

2.2.3 This type of failure had not been considered originally as a 
design basis event. 

2.3. Inspections to diagnose. 
2.3.1 TCI exploration into the aioderatar tank revealed serious damages 

<cf. 2.1.2 to 2.1.S and fig. 1 and 3) such as: 
a> Coolant channel f*0€ broken; the lower 2 meters (divided in 

at least three pieces) lying down on the bottom of the tank, 
together with -some of them in the lower plenum- fragments 
of the fuel element (cladding and pellets), remainings of 
insulation plates and foils, and other loose parts. 

b) R06 nozzle out of its position. 
c) Perforations in the neighboring channel 005. 
d> Neighboring guide tube JOS (of a D20 level measuring device) 

loose, out of its position and broken, lacking upper and 
lower portions. 

e> Guide tubes uoi. U02 and UOS bent, 
fi Coolant channels N02. N04. J26. C26. H23 and H27 also bent 

and with tne nozzles stuck into their guide sleeves. 
g) Insulation foils damaged in many channels, 
h) Damage in the upper and lower moderator distribution* 

toroids. 
i) 10* of the surface of the moderator tank insulation plates 

damaged. 
j) Interference of control rod guide tubes with the mid-height 

portion of the neighboring coolant channels. 
2.3.2 Tnere is general agreement that tne starting event was the 

failure either of tne guide tube 1403. or of the coolant channel 
ROfc tube -each followed by mechanical work on each other-, or 
of both. 
This is in line with several symptoms that were not correctly 
understood at the time of their occurrence: 
- a D20 level measuring device (cf. 2.1.5 in fine) failed in 

1963: 
- this device was withdrawn in 1987 and deposited in a decay 
pool without realizing that it was sectioned: 

- the moderator circuit average temperature was above normal; 
- a slight increase in fuel consumption was observed. 

mt the present time there is under way -but not complete- a 
study to determine which one is likely to nave broken first, 
and if that really happened as a result of its nozzle having 
become stuck into its guide sleeve, eventually due to crud 
accumulated Oy the leak described at 2.1.4 in fine. 
The results of this study might be enlightening about 
specifications required in the design of hydraulic -.ystems for 
performing under conditions comparable to this one. 

3.3 Tne inspections to diagnose demanded five months. They covered 
95* of the moderator tank bottom surface and 100* of its 
cylindrical wall. Due to tne elaborated procedures they 
required, 'they should be considered the first step of the 
repair program. 

3.4 The removal of the pr».iuc« vessel lid was soon discaroeo because it could not be perfo-med in a reasonable term with the 
tools and devices available. So. all the inspection and repair 
activities had to be performed through the openings existing in 
tne aforementioned lid (cf. 2.1.2 in fine), at most 120 mm 
diameter noles -and this when tne coolant channel has been 
ful ly w*• thdrawn-. 

3.5 Tne depth to be reached for all those operations was up 10 II 
meters (cf. 2.).4) below the ad hoc work platform installed on 
top of the pressure vessel. 

3.6 Even if a cylindrical shielding was fitted on such work 
platform, radiation doses there were of the order of few mSvh. 

3.7 TV cameras for underwater and high radiation fields -with 
radial lenses when required- and specially developej lighting 
were inserted through those noles. An articulated inspection 
column was also developed to facilitate visualizing through 
"streets" between lines of channels. The observations, being so 
costly in bath dose and time, were monitored but also recorded 
for further analysis. 

4. Repair program. 
4.1 The tune of the repair program was set Oy circumstances mostly 

originated in restrictions derived from our country having 
accumulated a foreign debt of the order of one y r CMP: 
- tne critically unsufficient generating capacity available for 

the national interconnected electrical network; 
- the government economic and financial restrictions imposed 

to CNEA, especially in the availability of foreign currency. 
4.2 « special organizational system within CNEA was set up for 

the emergency. It ensured expediency and efficiency with 
reliability and the necessary broad scope. 
The NPPs Area Management handled the relations with the 
companies which provided equipment and consultancy, 
development, design, fabrication, construct ion and mounting 
services: INUAP, CONUAR. ENACE. NUCLAR, TECHINT, TECNATOM, 
SIEMENS-KUU, SCHILLING, etc. 



Tne owl Management established three task teams: 
- for inspection with underwater TV cameras; 
- for coolant channel disobstruction. cutting, removal and 

replacement; 
- for tool specification, procurement, testing and operator 

training. 
The emphasis on quality assurance and radiation protection was 
strictly maintained. 

2.4.3 Advice and specialized support was provided by members of the 
Research. Development. Engineering, Fuel Clement Engineering 
ana Chemical Processes units of CNEA. by ENACE and in some 
aspects by KUU. 
The most relevant subjects cowered include: 
- point kinetics estimate of the negative reactivity insertion 

associated with the incident (cf. 2.2.1 b ) ; 
- coolant flow into the moderator through a perforation of 

cnannel 1*06 and then in August 11 event (cf. fig. 3>; 
- tnermalhydraut ic analysis of August it event in channel ROfe; 
- coolant channel and guide tube stress analysis, bulging, 

metaiurgical studies and fractomecnanics (cf. 2.3.1 a to f 
and j>; 

- fast neutron flux and fluence estimates for coolant channel 
t ube dose evaIua t i on; 

- breakage simulation of an irradiated channel; 
- analysis of the service conditions of tne nozzle'sleeve fits 

(cf. 2.3.2 in fine); 
- analysis of internals lifetime; 
- subcriticality estimates for the core in cold shut ooun 

condition ana with extracted high burnup fuel elements: 
- physicocnemieal decontamination ; 

- acceptability criteria for irradiated channels; 
- adaptation to CNAI of coolant channels in stock for CNftll. 

the neignbouring NPP under construction; 
- stress analysis in the damaged insulation areas (cf. 2.3.1 9 

ano i ) : 

- benaviour of coolant channels without their foils; 
- structural analysis of the moderator tank with damages in the 

i nsu 1 a t i on p 1 a t es; 
- natural vibration mode analysis of the toroids (cf. 2.3.1 r>); 
- neutron,c analysis ano evaluation of the limitations to the 

operation of CNAI with a significant numoer of coolant 
Channels without fuel; 

- environmental physics studies to verify operating conditions; 
- study of the effects on the reserve reactivity ana the 

discharge fuel but nup of the D20 degradation during the 
diagnosis ana repair activities; 

- evaluation of the effects on the reactivity of the removal of 
tne thermal insulation foil of the coolant cnannels: 

- partial and total coolant flow obstruction of a centrally 
locateo channel: 

- thermalhydrauiic analysis of a flow obstruction in a 
channel, including specific software development; 

- estimates of reactivity and local power bounds resulting from 
the steam void originated in the total obsiruction of a 
coolant channel; 

- maximum operating power for CNAI restart. 

2.4.4 The repair work previous to CNAI restart included! 
- preparation of position «©6 for quick inspections; 
- removal -after cutting if necessary- or fixation of all 

acceslb'e loose parts in tne moderator tank, and cleaning; 
- cutting and removal of the guide tubes W03, WOI, U02 and WOS, 

and pe-manent plugging of their sleeves in tne moderator tank 
bottom; 

- reinstallation of channels, replacement of damaged cnannels 
(cf. 2.3.l c, f and j). 

2.4.5 Complementary repair work for tne next CNAI scheduled outage 
i nc1uded: 
- inspection of areas affected by repair work and improvement 

and completion of it, including removal of remaining loose 
parts in tne moderator tank; 

- cleaning and chemical and mecna.iical decontamination limited 
to components of tne moderator and primary neat transport 
loops where intervention was required; 

- instrument installation in peripheral channels as needed; 
- installation of additional acoustic sensors (cf. 2 . 6 . 7 ) ; 
- cutting and removal of tne remaining guide tubes W04 and U06, 

and permanent plugging of their sleeves in the moderator tank 
bottom; 

- inspection of other areas ano of lower plenum. 

2.4.6 Further improvement and repair work contemplated for later CNAI 
scneejleo outages, probably in conjunction with updating or 
plant lifetime extension activities, includes: 
- installation of an alternative cooling system; 
- substitution of stellite bearings of tne coolant channels by 

others that do not contain cobalt; 
- further cleaning and decontamination of the components of tne 

moderator and primary neat transport loops (thermal ano 
Physicochemical cycling, circulation at nominal flow, 
filtering and partial drainage); 

- if necessary following the tests by F I A T on a prototype with 
solids in suspension, inspection of the moderator commutation 
vaIves. 

- implementation of tne early warning program (cf. 2 . 6 . ) . 

2.S. Tools. 

2.S.1 Tne conceptual definition -ano basic design when needed- of the 
tools required for the repair work was undertaken early. The 
most important conditions included: 
- Transversa! dimensions: at the very most 120 mm (cf. 2 . 3 . 4 ) . 
- Remote control: because of the distances (cf. 2.3.5) and 

appreciable radiation doses (cf. 2.3.6) involved. 
- Precise position and speed control: as required for the work 

to be performed. 
- Power tools: for many operations, because of the relatively 

high efforts required. 
For some time consuming -and hence costly- jobs, a variety of 
tools were made available. So. a previous evaluation was 
required to select the most efficient tool for each particular 
step. 



2.5.2 A list of th« Main tool* -indicating in which job in tne repair 
program tney were used- follows. 
General handling of loos* parts: 
1 mechanical manipulator (INUAP) 
2 universal remote Manipulators icf.2.5.3) 
3 precision manipulators (cf.2.5.5) 
Permanent plugging of the guide tube sleeves in the moderator 
tank oottom: 
4 expansion plugs 
Cutting and removal of guide tubes: 
2 columns and articulated ar«,s <cf.2.5.4> 
i grip for the guide tubes <cf.2.5.4> 
l shears for the guioe tubes (cf.2.5.4) 
1 tool for removing guide tubes (CONUAR) 
1 tool for withdrawing the coolant channel nozzles. 
withdrawal of tne R06 cooiint channel tube lower section: 
1 grip for the coolant channel tubes (cf.2.5.4) 
1 tool for removing the coolant channel tubes (CONUAR) 
Cutting loose plates: 
l pliers for loose plates <cf.2.5.4> 
1 rotary pliers for plates (TECHINT) 
2 shears for plates <CONUAR> 
I hydraulic hollow puncher for plates (CONUAR) 
1 hydraulic puncher for plates (CONUAR) 
Cutting plates attached to the tank wall: 
I P l i e s for plates (TECHINT) 
1 pliers for plates attaches to the tarn wall (cf.2.5.4) 
Cleaning cf the moderator tank bottom: 
1 forced draft system (cf.2.5.6» 
1 tool for transporting the filters (ENACE> 
Other: 
to canisters for loose parts (CONUAR) 
2 tools for nandling cnisters (CONUAR) 
1 canister holder grid (CONUAR) 
l guide tube holder grid (CONUAR) 
5 tool drier heads (TECHINT) 
4 column elevators (TECMINT-INUAP) 
4 hydraulic power supplies for 8. 13 and 23 MP* 
3 underwater TV systems <cf.2.3.7) 
20 weight plugs. 

2.5.3 Tne universal remote manipulator was designed bv CNEA and 
mounted on a vertical rotating axle. Electric motors drive 
shoulder, elbow, wrist and wrist rotation 160 degree movements, 
restricted by an electric travel limiting device. Opening and 
closure of tne jaws art pneumatic. 

2.5.4 Tne column and articulated arm was designed by INvAP. Hydraulic 
cylinders drive shoulder. 90 degree elbow, forearm longitudinal 
and wrist rotation movements. It operates these specialized 
tools: 
- a grip for the coolant channel tubes; 
- shears for fie guide tubes; 
- a grip for ihe guioe tubes; 
- pliers for loos? Plates: 
- pliers for plates attached to the tanv wall. 

2.5.5 The precision manipulator was ba%ed on a snort time delivery, 
electronically controlled, high velocity and precision 
hydraulic model of SCHILLING which was built witn materials apt 
for use in heavy water, it was adapted by mounting it on a 
column. 
When fully extended its lifting capacity is 26 kg. Tr\w grabbing 
strengnt of its 77 mm jaws is 900 N. its rotation capacities 
are: both shoulder (roll) and elbow (pitch), 90 degrees '300 
degree*--*); wrist, 270 degrees (540 degrees'*). Its wrist 
movement capacity is 120 degrees (600 degrees'*). 

2.5.6 The forced draft system was designed by ENACE. It is installed 
as a closed circuit partially contained within the reactor 
pressure vessel, where its discharge pipe enters through the 
C06 coolant channel access. 
Its suction column is mounted in coolant cnanne) locations, tne 
nose with a metallic nozzle being handled with a remotely 
controlled manipulator. The replacement of either the filter in 
the filter holdng column or the hose, is performed with tne 
existing tools for replacing tne coolant channel nozzles. 
The suction column is connected through a flexible pipe to an 
external, canned motor pump; a vacuum gauge mounted en tne 
inlet due indicates the degree of saturation of tne filters. 
Tne system filling and draining is performed witn the existing 
depressurizing systems. 

2.6. Early warning program. 
2.6.1 An early warning program was also established for the sake of 

ensuring prompt detection and adequate interpretation of 
significant symptoms <cf. 2.2.1 and 2.3.2). 
It is expected that the resulting timely corrective action can 
prevent tne need of repairs which, as those reported in tnii 
presentation, can be v»ry costly in dose, time and financial 
resources. 
Such program comprises the Six activities described next. 

2.6.2 Perjooi'. Tv inspections of the internals of the moderator tank: 
A section of coolant channel tuoe was permanently placed in the 
position ROC- to facilitate access of To devices during the CNAI 
scheduled outages icf. fig. I). 
The coolant channels suspected to be bent will be inspected 
inside with miniature underwater TU caneras. 

2.6.3 improvement of the NX failed fuel element detection system: 
Tne NX system (cf. fig. 4) is part of tne equipment provided 
wi th the plant. 
It takes D20 samples from two coolant channels simultaneously, 
and sends them through a multi-channel valve to a Ge (Li) gamma 
detector. Its whole reactor sweeping time is 32 hours, but its 
operation history is poor due to recurrent failures traceable 
to the mechanical complexity of the multi-channel valve or to 
an inadequate flow control detection. For example, when the 
August 1986 incident occured tne NX system was out of service 
due to a failure in tne level regulation of its collecting 
tank . 
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2 6.4 Upgrading of reactor instrumentation present performance tcf. 
'»g. 3>: 
Systematic surveillance of temperature indication ana coolant 
and moderator D20 Itwel measuring systems will assure the 
timely replacement of their defective sensor components. 
The neutron flux in-core va self powered detectors and ex-core 
uncompensated ion chancers will be periodically contrasted 
against fission chambers. 

2.6.5 Permanent partial power indication during operation: 
Early detection of abnormal mixture between moderator ana 
coolant <cf. 2.2.1 0) Mill oe possible through separate 
indications of delivered power from coolant, moderator, coolant 
pumps and moderator pumps: delivered thermal power from 
reactor; and lost power from volume control system and through 
< .isu 1 a t i on. 

2.£.6 Processing of data from all fuel elements on refuelling: 
force values from the elevator mechanism and count rates from 
the sipping circuit of the fuelling machine will be fed into 
the plant computer to trigger an alarm signal when abnormal. 

Tne results of the complete optical inspection in the decay 
pool before final storage of the spent fuel elements will be 
recorded ana processed to generate adequate warnings. 

2.6.7 New detection techniques: 
The mechanical vibration of reactor internals wi I 1 t>e 
continuously followed u»> t>y frequency spectra interpretation. 
Three vibration sensors already installed on the pressure 
vessel walls are usable only during the start up of the main 
coolant pumps bee* :•• of their limited temperature and 
radiation range or operation. 
Special coolant channel upper end plugs (cf. 2.1.2 and 2.1.4 1 
for cables passing through art prepared to istall ENDCVCO 
type 76 tilO accelerometers in the lower torpid <cf. 2.1.5J. 
A loose part detection system is being dev»ivped by CNEA for 
specific use in CNAI. 
Tt.e neutronic flux signals from in- and ex-core detectort (cf. 
fiy. 3) will be connected through gaivenic separators to a 
noise analyxar. 
Later, signals from pressure, temperature ana mechanical 
vibration sensors will be ineorpora;ed. 
Tne noise analyzer will include an analog to digital converter, 
a personal computer, proper software and filtering devices to 
separate the continuous signal. 

2.7.1 Reactor internals planned normalization implied 
- a 17.62 manSv gamma and a 1.87 manSv tritium collective doses 
accumulated in tne 17 months ending on December si, 1989, 

- a direct expense of more than 3,000,000 U* in special 
inspection and repair equipment and 

- null power production for almost seventeen months. 
2.7.2 A succession of tests, reports and approvals by the regulatory 

authority allowed to return to full power operation twenty 
three months after tne incident. 
Operation was restarted en January 9 1990 at 30* of full power 
and: 
- 50* was reached on January 24t 
- 75* on «pr i1 '6: 
- 80* on June IZj 
- 65* or June 22; 
- 90* on June 26; 
- 9SX on July 6 and 
- 100* on July II, 1990. 
leanwhile, only three outages were necessa-y: 
- to repair a valve of the volume regulation system, on 

cebru#ry 25 for nine days (tnis outage was also used for a 
periodic TV inspection, cf. 2.6.2); 

- for another revision of the same valve, on March 14 for three 
days; and 

- to repair a D20 lean at the pressurizer, on nay 9, 1990, for 
eight days. 

Tne result of the verification performed during the annual 
Planned outage (August 26 to September 23. 1990) uas deemed 
sat isfactory. 



OTHER WORK 
Additional heat $in> for PMRs. 
ENACE performed the conceptual design of a heat sink tc be 
connected downstream the steam generators of PwRs (9). The 
function of this subsystem is to alleviate the consequences of 
soie loss of heat rejection events not involving appreciable 
losses of coolant, like a power blackout. 
As it operates by natural convection on a condense!—boiler heat 
exchanger, the proposed heat sink is passive, except for the 
connection to the secondary neat transport system, and for the 
periodic replenishment of the non-pressurized terciary water 
inventory. 
An example has been developed for CNAI, where the proposed heat 
sink and the moderator system appear as alternative emergency 
heat rejection ways. 
Co-mO production in pressure vessel PHUPs-
ENACE proposed irradiating special low U-23S enrichment UOZ 
fuel elements wi*r. one of the 37 rods loaded with natural 
cobalt at CNAI or similar NPPs producing above 40,000 TBq of 
Co-*o per full power year <io). 
Economic feasibility depends on the balance between Co-60 
market value against manufacture cost of the special fuel 
elements and dismounting, fractioning and transporting costs 
for the irradiated cobalt. 
Study of severe accidents in pressure vessel Piiuns. 
ENACE is preparing a study of severe postulated accidents for 
its proposed 3bO Mue pre* --e vessel PHuR ill). 
Main consideration is given to the analysis of tnermo-hydraulic 
and radiologic consequences of core meltdown. The possibility 
of early containment failure does not raise. Without any timely 
counteraeasures. after 13 days the containment rupture pressure 
would be reached, but all short lived fission products woul£ 
have decayed and most radioactive liquid aî d solid particles 
settled down. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 1988, shortly after this Working Group was given a stafjs report on nuclear 
technology in Canada, the Canadian Parliament's Standing Committee on Energy, 
Nines and Resources [1) concluded that: 

maintaining the nuclear power option is vital to Canada's interest, 
as it is vital to the interests of society in general. There is a 
compelling case to be made in support of continued nuclear develop
ment , a case based upon the future inadequacy of conventional 
petroleum resources and upon the environmental degradation arising 
from burning coal in progressively greater quantities for electricity 
generation. 

This report, plus other pressures, including his ovn convictions, caused the 
federal Minister of En try, Mines and Resources, Jake Epp, to initiate a stucy 
on rationalizing, restructuring, and revitalizing the nuclear industry in 
Canada. 

Minister Epp's study has nov been completed, vith a positive result for the 
industry. Implementation of the study's conclusions has begun, including the 
restoration of research and development funding to levels equivalent to that 
of 1985, the year the funding reduction commenced. 

At the time Minister Epp initiated his study, Ontario Hydro vas studying 
electricity supply and demand prospects for the province of Ontario for the 
next 20 years. Their xeport has recently been issued |2] and calls for a 
significant continued rommitment to nuclear pover as a long-term supply 
opt ion. 

The two reports form the basis for optimism in the future of the nuclear 
industry in Canada. In parallel with these two major studies, technical 
activ ties have continued on the current projects of AECL (the CANDU 3* 
nuclear power plant and the SLOWPOKE heating reactors) and Ontario Hydro 
(Darlington A NPF and the planning for the next nuclear power plants). New 
studies to define future technical options for pover plants have begur vith 
both a 10-year and 20-year focus. 

15 *CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium. Registered trademark. 

NUCLEAR INDUSTR' REVTTALIZATION 

A study of the Canadian nuclear Industry was initiated in 3989 April, to 
determine the best means of revitalizing the industry and tne development of 
CANDU reactor technology |3). The study Included a requirement to examine the 
structure of the Canadian nuclear industry, to determine how it could beat 
serve Canadian needs in both the domestic and export markets. 

Representatives of the Canad.ar. federal government, the government of Ontario, 
Ontario Hydro, and AECL* formed a Steering Committee to develop and recommend 
options for revitalizing the industry. Following extensive and careful 
review, this Steering Committee agreed on a number of conclusions: 

It is essential for Canada and Ontario to maintain the CANDK system as 
an energy option, especially in the context of current environmental and 
economic considerations. CANDU reactors provide a proven and reliable 
source of economic electricity vith little or no environmental impact. 

There should be a continuation of the functions of AECL Research and 
AECL CANDU, vith suitable modifications. The basic mandates and 
missions of AECL vere agreed to be appropriate; however, it was 
recognized 'hat some realignment, particularly to permit closer working 
vith private sector companies, was desirable. 

The development and commercialization of nuclear power requires a strong 
and continuing partnership betveen federal and provincial governments, 
utilities, industry, and AECL. 

Canada's national nuclear R&D program is basically sound and represents 
an important component of Canadian science and technology; it should be 
maintained as a distinct entity under the management and direction of 
AECL. 

Additional funds are needed for the national RtL> program and for 
advanced reactor development; the funding should be a Joint 
responsibility of all beneficiaries. 

The engineering and project functions of the industry, i.e., AECL and 
Ontario Hydro, should be restructured to encourage the use of a common 
technology base, to ensure optimum utilization of resources. 

There should be increased participation and risk-sharing on the part of 
the utilities and the private sector in CANDU projects, to more 
accurately reflect the benefits they receive from the technology. 

•The names of several organizations have been changed as a part of the 
restructuring; Atomic Energy of Canada Limited is nov AECL, AECL 
Research Company is nov AECL Research and AECL CANDU Operations is nov 
AECL CANDU. 



Working Group 
Also under the direction of the Storing Committee, an AECt/Ontarlo Hydro 
Dorking Group vas set up to develop specific proposals on restructuring that 
vould satisfy the following three objectives: 

to provide a nuclear pover capability that Meets Canadian utility needs, 
to strengthen and revitalize the Canadian nuclear pover industry and 
provide a vehicle for sharing risks among the participants, and 
to maintain and develop the CANDU option. 

The working group generated a number of proposals that vill result in actions 
affecting R&D funding and the engineering and projects' organizational 
structure-
Research and Development 
In 1985 the Government of Canada announced its intention to reduce the level 
of funding to AECL by 501 over 5 years. Mver the course of that five-year 
period, AECL has invested considerable effort in prioritizing programs and 
identifying alternative sources of funding for those prograas that vere agreed 
to be necessary to Canada's national nuclear program. Efforts to increase 
commercial vor>. vere successful, and electrical utilities benefiting from the 
prograas funded RID that supported their existing facilities. However, it 
becaae clear that the entire program vould be in jeopardy if the full cuts 
vere implemented without replacement of Bore of the funding by other sources-
Minister Epp's study of the Canadian nuclear industry addressed the question 
of benefits arising from Canada's nuclear R&D program, and of ensuring that 
future needs were recognized. As a result of this assessment, the nuclear 
utilities and the government of Canada have identified the level of funding 
needed for the national nuclear program, and the additional funding has been 
contributed by all parties. The addi'ional funding vill be stable over the 
next 7 years at the folloving annual levels: 

Ontario Hydro S30 million 
Quebec 3 million 
Nev Brunswick 1 million 
Federal government 31.5 million 
Total nev funding $65.5 million 

Restructuring 
As well as the R&D activity, the study focused on the engineering, marketing, 
and project functions in which AECL CANDU is engaged. The roles of a number 
of private sector companies and the provincial utilities vere also considered 
in the context of their capabilities, duplication of resources, and the 
present and future needs of the Industry. 

It became apparent that the effectiveness of the Industry could be 
substantially improved if AECL CANDU's functions could be integrated with the 
similar functions elsevhere in the industry. The Canadian government is 
currently considering recoaaendations for changes to the mandate and structure 
of AECL that would establish the legal framework to allov such integration. 
Given such a framework, that integration vill commence in the next year or 
two. 

CANDU INITIATIVES 
A number of recent events indicate encouraging prospects for the nuclear 
industry in Canada. 
By far the most significant has been the publication in 1989 December of the 
Ontario Hydro 25 year Demand/Supply Flan for the Province of Ontario [2), 
calling for a substantial nuclear component in all of the options it has 
recommended-
On the international scene, AECL has receiveo from the Republic of Korea an 
Invitation to Bid for a second unit for the Volsong sice. 
The detailed design of tht rANDU 3 is now 50X complete and the first unit is 
likely to be built in the provi^re of New Brunswick, where NB Power wishes to 
add more units at its Point Lepreau site. In the United States, there has 
been a positive response to AECL's announced intention to investigate the 
licensing of our new CANDU 3 for introduction into the United States market. 

Ontario 
In 1984, while it still had a large surplus of generating capacity, Ontario 
Hydro recognized the lengtnening time required for the whole review process 
for new generating plants. Therefore, ic began a process oi public review, 
involving a study of available options and input fron all Ontario 
stakeholders. Recommendations from public hearings were Incorporated into a 
Demand/Supply Planning Strategy that vas submitted for public review. From 
this came the development of a recommended demand/supply strategy. In 1989 
December, the Ontario Hydro Board of Directors approved the plan that will be 
considered in public hearings before receiving government approval. 

During the Ontario Hydro planning process, a range of predictions of future 
demand, known as the low, median, and high forecasts, were developed (see 
Figure 1). Hydro then determined the capability of the existing system, with 
predicted retirements, to meet this demand. This established the shortfall 
that had to be met by load management or supply (see Figure 2). 
A number of high-priority programs were defined, with demand reduction, 
improvement of existing facilities, and purchases from others receiving 
priority over new supply. Evaluation criteria were established for each of 
the available options under these programs. The contribution of all options 
that avoided new generation was determined, and only then were possible supply 
options considered. 
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FIG. 2. Increasing needs and declining resources. 
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FIG. 3. Meeting Ontario's electricity demand. 

Figure 3 illustrates the contribution of each of the load reduction, purchase, 
and new Jupply options included in the plan. The vhite vedge in the centre is 
the nev nuclear supply that is recommended in the reference plan. The success 
of the overall plan in supplementing the existing system will require 
substantial cooperation and contribution from all sectors of Ontario society 
and industry. 
Accompanying the proposed reference supply plan is a range of nuclear and 
fessil contributions, each of which has been assessed relative to its ability 
to meet the median, low, or high g.owth scenario (see Table 1). 

The option* have been extensively examined in the context of their 
environmental impacts, such as acid gas emissions resulting from adoption of 
each of the nuclear or dossil mixes. 
The Ontario Hydro study has been very comprehensive, and puts forward a 
balanced approach to meeting the electricity needs of the province of Ontario. 
It has recommended that 10 nev CANDU units in the 880 MWe sire, which has 
become the standard for Ontario, be included as p*rt of the supply mix. These 
units vill be needed in-service between 2002 and 2014. This will require a 
project start on the first unit in 1993, with preliminary engineering starting 
immediately. The Canadian nuclear industry sees this plan as a responsible 
and thorough analysis cf the needs and a strong endorsement of the role that 
nuclear power must play in the future prosperity of Ontario. 



TABLE 1 

MAJOR SUPPLY PLANS 
(MUE) 

HIGH-PRIORITY COMPONENTS HIGHER 
FOSSIL PROPOSED HIGHER 

NUCLEAR 

MANITOBA PURCHASE 1000 1000 1000 
CONVENTIONAL COAL 2964 NONE NONE 

CANDU NUCLEAR 5300 8800 10572 
COMBUSTION 
TURBINE UNITS 

6008 5408 3708 

New Brunswick 

New Brunswick Power operates a very successful CANDU 6 at the Point Lepreau 
site. This plant has operated with a lifetime capacity factor of over 88X 
since it went into service in 1983 February. This places it at number 3 in 
the world for all power reactors 150 MVe and larger. 

New Brunswick Power is interested in AECL's latest plant design, the CANDU 3, 
a 450 MUe unit that incorporates the latest in technology and is Sized to 
•atch the load grow'h of a small to medium-sized utility. Discussions have 
been ongoing to establish the appropriate commiLcial conditions for Lepreau-2, 
which would be the prototype CANDU 3, with an in-service date of 2996. AECL 
plans to enter into formal negotiations with New Brunswick Power in the near 
future. Meanwhile, the New Brunswick government has indicated its interest in 
the purchase of a second CANDU 3, in the 1997 time-frame, also for the Point 
Lepreau site. 

Korea 

The Invitation to Bid that AECL has received for Uolsong-2 calls for a second 
CANDU 6 unit similar to the Volsong-1 unit. KEPCO has operated Uolsong-1 very 
successfully since its in-service date of 1983 April, and to date has achieved 
a lifetime capacity factor ox over B\%. The Korea Electric Power Corporation 
(KEPCO) has indicated its intention to have Uolsong-2 in-service in 1997. 
AECL and Canadian equipment suppliers velcome this opportunity to contribute 
to the development of Korean industry and energy supply. 

United States 

In 1988 December, AECL Technologies, an American firm, was created 
specifically for the purpose of obtaining a standard design certification 
approval and ultimately a construction licence from the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), to permit introduction of CANDU into the U.S. 
market. 

In 3989 May, AECL Technologies informed the NBC of its intent to seek design 
certification of the CANDU 3. In 1989 July, the NBC requested a licensing-
review-basis document. This process has begun and the first abstract of a 
technical report has been submitted for their review. 

The NRC has conducted visits to Canada and communicated with the Canadian 
Atomic Energy Control Board. AECL has also conducted meetings with the 
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and the Department of Energy, with 
the aim of complying wherever possible with requirements established by EPRI 
and the U.S. utilities for future nuclear plants. CANDU reactors should meet 
all of the requirements currently being established for U.S. plants ar.d also 
retain the well-known reliability and operability features that have placed 
them among the most reliable operating plants in the world. To further this 
activity, AECL has established d new organization, The Pressurized Heavy-Uater 
Power Reactor Associates, to provide a base of knowledge on CANDU reactors to 
all interested U.S. utilities or other members of the nuclear community. 

AECL's long-term objective is to be able to deliver a complete CANDU plant 
built in the United States. AECL has had discussions with architectural, 
engineering and construction firms; utilities; component manufacturers; 
consulting organizations; design organizations; and other qualified technical 
groups. The hope is to assemble a strong CANDU vendor organization to provide 
complete services to its customers. 

CURRENT PROJECTS 

CANDU 3 

AECL is designing the CANDU 3 to be safe, simple, standardized, and 
economically competitive with coal-fired units in its sizt range. The design 
principles and the construction methods utilized to give a short construction 
time have been previously described [4,5,6,7]; this paper updates progress 
made since 1988. 

The design of the main syvems is now 40X complete and is proceeding on 
schedule for the Point Lepieau 2 targets given above. To assist the 
designers, computer-aided design and drarting (CADD) techniques are being 
extensively employed, applications specific to CANDU are being developed, and 
some proprietary applications from the CADD supplier, Inertgraph, are being 
adapted or specialized in a joint effo .. by AECL CANDU and AECL Research. 
Since 198B, the focus has been on radically redesigning the man/machine 
interface and the central control room to exclusively adopt CRT-based 
information and control methods, and provide for the inclusion of computerized 
emergency operating procedures: "smart" alarm annunciation and call-up of 
context-sensitive information display, and operator aids like fault diagnosis. 
These advanced techniques are also being developed cooperatively by AECL CANDU 
and AECL Research. 



The development and testing of new in-reactor components is veil underway. 
The flow-assist hardware required to enable single-ended, on-power refuelling 
is 70S through the development stages. The nev zone-control-absorber design, 
development . nd testing vill be completed this year. Finally, a third 
cooperative venture between AECL CANDU and AECL Research, the development of 
rolling and welding methods for making the joints of the fuel channel, is veil 
advanced [8). 

Ontario Hydro CANDU A 

The next nuclear project, code named CANDU A (4x880 KVe) with a scheduled in-
service date of 2002, will be standardized utilizing the Darlington NGS A 
design 19). The principal innovation vill te the application of advanced 
information technology: computer-aided engineering and design (CALMA Plant 
Design System), a project database management system (IMCS), and state-of-the-
art project management systems in scheduling, cost management and materials 
management. The information systems will be fully integrated between systems 
and organizations, i.e., design, construction and operations. 
Some changes vill be made to the reference design (DNGS A) to improve 
constructability, e.g., vacuum building redesign, and plastic models vill be 
used to improve site access. To achieve 72 months from first concrete to in-
service of the first unit, it is planned to have 6SZ of the engineering 
complete by first concrete. This approach should minimize construction rework 
and facilitate construction planning. 

AECL CANDU will be working closely with Ontario Hydro in the early stages of 
the project by assigning staff to work in the project team at Ontario Hydro. 
In addition, they will be responsible for the reactor control and shutdovn 
system design, as on Darlington NGS A. 

The design vill be assessed against the lover occupational dose limits that 
are anticipated soon. A full human-factors program vill be implemented to 
ensure that the plant is "user friendly". 

SLOWPOKE Energy Systems 

Many countries in the Northern Hemisphere consume between 25X and 50X of their 
primary energy in heating buildings. Therefore, governments have started 
encouraging the introduction or expansion of municipal district heating 
systems. This is an energy sector vhich can be served readily by nuclear heat 
sources (10J. 

AECL has developed the SLOVPOKE Energy System 111), a simple nuclear heat 
source capable of supplying 10 HW of thermal energy in vater at 85*C. The 
SLOWPOKE is a pool-type reactor vith the reactor core, coolant riser duct, and 
the primary heat exchangers installed in the pool (see Figure 4). 

The pool itself is a steel-iined concrete container with an air gap between 
the two vails for detecting leaks. The pool vater serves HS moderator, 
primary heat transfer medium, and shielding. The core is cooled by natural 
circulation through plate-type heat exchangers, and because the pool is at 
atmospheric pressure, loss of coolant by depressurization is impossible. 
There is no nuclear pressure vessel, no primary pump, and no need for 
emergency core cooling. 

FIG. 4. 10 M W Slowpoke energy system. 

A pumped secondary circuit delivers heat to the district heating system by way 
of the secondary heat exchanger. In the event of a loss of secondary flov, 
the large pool volume delays core temperature rise so that thermal transients 
would extend over many hours. 

All essential systems of the SLOVPOKE are automated, and instruments are 
monitored remotely. The goal is to meet all Canadian federal and provincial 
regulatory requirements in a manner that permits operation for extended 
periods vith minimal operator attention. In a hypothetical transient, 
following loss-of-regulation, power transients vould be attenuated by the 
SLOVPOKE's inherent safety features, namely a negative fuel-tempersti'te-



reactivity coefficient, negative coolant-temperature coefficient and negative 
coolant-void-reactivity coefficient. The shutdown system automatically 
terminates all transients safely. 

Construction of the SLOVPOKX Demonstration Heating Reactor at the Uhiteshell 
Laboratories started in the spring of 1985, and the reactor st-.rted operation 
in 1987. This 2-MU reactor was built to validate the technical, economic, and 
safety feetures of SLOwPOKD. The technology is nov demonstrated and the 
program is being extended to study simulated accident conditions. The 
economic analysis has shown that the unit ener<-v cost of heat from a SLOWPOKE 
Energy System is 2 cents per kV-h assuming a 50X load factor. This cost 
includes the capital, fuel, operating and maintenance, spent fuel management, 
and decommissioning. The economic analysis vas based on a 30-year 
..•wrtization period for the capital. The energy cost is marginally less than 
that from oil today, and it is expected that, by the turn of the century, 
SLOWPOKE's unit energy costs will be about two-thirds those of oil. 

FVTUIffi DIWRCnOHS 

The review and assessment of the future for nuclear power and the nuclear 
industry' discussed above was paralleled by a technical review and assessment 
of the future development of the CAS'DU. 

These activities are broadly categorized against three time-frames: 

•odification and improvement of the current plant designs, 

introduction of significant simplification and passive design features 
circa 1998 but retaining the basic features of the present nuclear-
reactor design, and 

provision of conceptual variations of CANDU for 2010 that substantially 
improve safety, increase performance, and reduce costs. 

The principles and common objectives of the first two future design-related 
developments, to demonstrably improve safety levels, lie in srveral 
directions-. 

overall plant simplification, 
increased use of passive design features, 
increased tolerance to operating transients and upsets, 
improved man/machine interface, 
improved testability and on-line "state-of-health" monitoring, and 
improved containment capability and reliability [12 J -

While the foregoing directions are separately identified, there are important 
links between them. In some cases, these links will be mutually supportive; 
in others, there will be conflict. The challenge to the management of the 
design process will lie in maximizing the overall benefit of supportive links 
and in reaching an optimum compromise in the case of conflicting ones. 

The individual safety-related directions can be discussed in terms of thest 
links. This discussion will, however, be illustrative rather than 
comprehensive, but should identify the key considerations involved. 

Starting with overall plant simplification, this can directly improve the 
man/machine interface because, by and large, a simple plant is easy for the 
operator to understand. Simplification should directly assist testability and 
"state-of-health" monitoring: there are fewer things to test and monitor. A 
simple containment system will almost certainly be more reliable. 

Turning next to increased use of passive features, this can lead to 
simplification, because passive systems are generally highly reliable, and 
hence may reduce the need for back-up systems. They may veil assist the 
man/machine interface: fewer operator control and/or monitoring functions 
would be necessary. Passive post-accident heat removal from containment 
should improve reliability of this important function |13). Consideration of 
the trade-offs involved will be required to avoid increased capital costs and 
decreased maintainability. 

Increasing the tolerance to operating transients and upset provides a 
potential benefit in terms of the man/machine interface, e.g., few operator 
actions will be required and more time will be available for performing these 
actions. However, some increase in capital cost--larger reactor core site, 
larger steam generator water storage, etc.—should be expected. 

Improvements in the man/machine interface will not only benefit rafety through 
reducing operator error, but will also improve production reliability. In 
Canada, most designers and operators believe this is probably one of the most 
important directions we should be taking in terms cf potential benefit to both 
safety and operational reliability. Given the current rate of advancement in 
the relevant technology areas, we believe that little, if any, additional 
capital-cost penalty will be incurred. 

The direct benefits of improved testability and on-line "state-of-health" 
monitoring are obvious, not only in terms of safety but also, potentially, in 
terms of enhanced production reliability. 

Improved containment capability and reliability is concerned mainly with 
Improved safety, because containment fulfills no direct production role. 
However, containment impairments can adversely affect production reliability 
through mandated plant outages and periodic pressure testing. Once again, 
simplification and improved testability can be beneficial in improved 
production leliability. 

SUHHART 

Vithin the Canadian nuclear industry there is great optimism for the future. 
The nuclear industry study has resulted in recognition of the need for strong 
support of the R4D program and has established the basis for a restructuring 
that will enhance the industry's effectiveness. At ir.s same time, the 
emerging opportunities for projects both in Canada and internationally provide 
touch to look forward to. 

The increased funding for research and development activities in support of 
advanced CANDU projects provides a base for both long-term development and the 
necessary underlying research. 
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NUCLEAR POWER IN CHINA: STATUS AND PERSPECTIVES 

Wenquan SHEN 
China National Nuclear Corporation, 
Beijing, China 

Nowadays, the necessity of nuclear power devetopaent in China 

is undoubtedly realized by the people and government authorities 

because of the uneven distrbution of hydro resources,the pollution 

of coalfired power . and the heavy burden of coal transportation 

problems.aaking it impossible to meet the 'nreasing energy demand 

in the Southeast coast industrialized areas.But nuclear powfrr deve

lopment in China is still at initial stage. Basically, it has been 

decided that nuclear pover development can not be done as boldly 

as with other urgently needed industries in China. This is an un

derstandable and wise policy. An adequate amount of KPP could only 

be built at the coast areas, where the nuclear power may take an 

important role in the energy supply structure. Totally speaking, 

about 6 GVe will be generated by NPP around year 2000. 

For the time being, the main purpose of nuclear power deve

lopment n China is to grasp the technologies of NPP design,cons

truction and operation. In other words, the purpose of technology 

is prior to the purpose of eletricity generation.lt is foreseeable 

that, after year 2000. nuclear power could be developed relatively 

faster in China. Therefore , the last decade of this century is 

very important and strategical for decision making of what is the 

way of next century for nuclear power in China. 

http://generation.lt


22 The development of nuclear power in China has been planned 

as two "three stages" strategies: The first is near term for ther-
aal reactor.i.e."current standardized PVRs-advanced PWRs-inherent 
safe P'JRs". The second is long term, i.e. "theraal reactors-fast 
breeders-fuss ion reactors." The fast breeder could hope to commer
cialize around year 2020,while the commercial fussion reactor could 
not expect to appear until year 2050. 

PROGRESS OF PWRS 

The construction of QS-300(the 300H»'e Qinshan nuclear power 

plant) is progressing succesefully. 

The plant installation stage has been accomplished, and will 

soon be ready for pressure test and commissioning. Since 0S-300 is 

the first nuclear power plant designed by Chinese engineers , who 

are not experienced sufficiently . it is unavoidable to make some 

unreasonable matters. But on the other side, conservation consi

deration have been paid more attention to and made the safety 

margin of OS-300 considerably large . It seems more or less in 

conformity with the current world trend , to make the reactor more 

tolerant. 

The recent results of safety analyses show that post-accident 

performances of QS-300 are not worse than these of stantard PVR 

because QS-300 has the features of low power density , large water 

inventories of primary and secondary systems, and large volume of 

pressurizer. After commercialization of QS-300,it could be reason

ably expected, if the design improvement couid be made b> adopta-

tion of some advanced concepts . such as passive safety which is 

more suitable for the small reactors, the QS-300 WPP could be more 
acceptable for potential domestic users and users in other deve
loping countries. It has been decided that a new commercial 300 NV 
KPP will be built at the same site of the first one. 

In spite of the serious accident st Chernobyl , the Chinese 
authorities have openly stated that there is no change of determi
nation in the nuclear power programme in China.They have made the 
important decision that PVRs will be the major type of nuclear 
power reactors deployed and, as a main stream , a batch of 600 KVe 
PVRs is planned to be built using a standardized design.The reasons 
for considering 600 HVe PVRs as the main stream in China are 
f o I i ows, 

• the adequacy to capacities of most electric grids. 

• the capability of domestic manufacturers. 
% the available technical bases of PVR design and 

construction. 

• the possibility of the next stage development. 

The first batch of 600 MVe PVRs will be built at the site 

close to Qinshan . Two sets of them will be put into operation 

before year 2000 , while another two be under construction then. 

Other batches of 600 MVe KPP could possibly start construction 

around year 2000. 

The option of 60CHV-PVR as the main stream is cons'Jered of 

the future requirements for the next stage development. There are 

two possibilities of further development.The one is the transition 

from 600HVe to lOOOHVe PVRs for economic reasons. And the other is 



to consider advanced PVKs. which are based on proven technology and 

do not need aore sophisticated or new technology. The main chara

cteristics of thea would be simplicity and ease of contraction , 

operation, and •aintenance. And,these advanced reactors Bight not 

follow the scaling laws regarding specific capital costs . If the 

specific investment cost of a 600 Mlfe KPP could be coaparable with 

a 1000 HVe plant . the option of 600 Mile APUR plant might be the 

decision for the early period of next century . In this way • the 

infrastructure for 600 HVe PVRs could suit the development of 600 

MUe APVRs better, and need not reconstruct too much. It aeans that 

the option of 600 MVe PVR as the main stream has concerned both 

nuclear power status and its perspectives in China. 

PROGRAMME OF APUR 
In order to follow UP the world trend of advance in water 

cooled reactor technology, the China National Nuclear Corpora
tion (i.e. the former Ministry of Nuclear Industry) made up the 
aind, in 1986. to establish a special group in Southwest Center 
if Reactor Engineering to investigate the status of the advanced 
technology of PVR and to undertake a conceptual design of a 
600-HWe APWR nuclear power plant AC-600.which has the following 
major design targets-

• The availability is to be greater than 85X. 
• The plant construction time is to be 4-5 years. 
• The design lifetime is to be 60 years. 
• The fuel cycle period is to be 18 months. 
• The plant occupational exposure dose is to be between 

50 rem/y and 100 rem/y. 
• The core-melt frequeney is to be below 1.5xl0"*per reactor 
year. 
In order to achieve the above mentioned targets, the advanced 

reactor core, the passive safety system, and simplification are 
23 planned to be the three main emphases of research. The following 

aajor technical features will be used in the AC-600 design1 

• Neutron spectral shift control will be utilized to prolong 
the fuel-cycle period at least by 13X, with a reduction in the 
core maximum excess reactivity and an improvement in the reator 
safety. 

• The fuel element linear power density of the core will be 
12.26 kilowatts per metre. 
• The core will contain gadolinium burnable poison to de

crease further the core aaxiaua excess reactivity and the cri
tical boron concentration, with the negative teaperature coeff
icient of the core becoming larger. 
• A 80S steel plus 20X water radial neutron reflector and 

larger reator pressure vessel with a diaaeter of 4.3 aetres 
will be utilized to reduce the neutron fluence on the vessel 
wall and to prolong the design lifetiae to 60 years. 

• Two canned motor reactor aain coolant pumps will be attached 
to each steam generator channel head. It will be possible to 
remove 25X of the rated core power by natural circulation cooling 
because of the reduction in the priaary loop resistance and the 
larger vertical distance between the steam generator and the 
reactor core. 

• An emergency feedwater tank and an eaergency air cooler 
are connected to the secondary side of the steaa generator for 
each loop to form a passive emergency residual heat removal su
bsystem. Natural circulation cooling with 50Xof the rated flow 
rate for the primary loop and 3.5X of the rated flow rate for 
the secondary loop will enable removal of the decay heat froa 
the refotor during a station blackout. 

• Tto make-up water tanks and two accumulators will be able 
to provide borated water to be automatically injected into the 
reactor without any active PU B P S during a loss-of-coolant accident. 
The AC-600 will still use an active low-pressure safety injection 
and recirculation systea so as to conduct reliably the safety fu
nction of the emergency core-cooling system. 

• A passive containment cooling systea will be used to provide 
an effective aeans of long-tera heat removal froa the contain
ment shelI. 



24 Iapleaenting the above-aentioned technical aeasures should 
result in a large simplification of systems and components.For 
example, the nuaber of valves is reduced by about 70S. the ins
trumentation by about 50*. and the puaps by about 801 for the 
AC-600 engineered safety systeas. below the comparable systeas 
for the ST-600 .the 600-MVe stantard PVR to be built near 
Qinshan.China. 

From the preliminary analysis, the total cost of the AC-600 
might be reduced by about 25X below the ST-600.The AC-600 is 
an evident illustration that the siaplification of systeas. 
the reduction in the nuaber of components, and the utilization 
of natural laws can make the construction easier.the operation 
simpler, and the systems more reliable. 

The preliminary results froa the AC-600 conceptual design are 
quite encouraging.The programme has received vide support froa 
the authorities and will be further developed in the next 5-year 
State plan of nuclear power development. If the specific capital 
cost of the AC-600 can be reduced below or near that of the 
current 1000-MWe class PwR. it is very hopeful that the AC-600 
could become a aajor reactor type to be built in China for quite 
a long period after year 2000. 

China places high hopes on the emergence of advanced reactor. 
If advanced reactor with passive safety principles are adopted, 
it may be possible to make nuclear power not only safer, but 
also to aake systeas simpler, to shorten the construction sch
edule, and hence, to reduce the capital cost greatly. The break
through of such advanced technology would have an enormous 
influence on nuclear power developaent in China. With this in 
aind. Chinese nuclear power experts are paying close attention 
to the trends in advanced reactor developaent in the world. 
Prograaaes have been established and research teaas have been 
organized under the support of the Governaent.China has already 
taken and will continue to take part in various international 
co-operation activities and exchanges related to these efforts. 

STATUS REPORT ON NUCLEAR PLANT 
DEVELOPMENT IN FINLAND 
E. AALTO 
Imatran Voima Oy, 
Helsinki, Finland 

Present situation and the schedule 
Since 1986 the preparations for the fifth nuclear 
unit have been going on under the coordination of 
the Perusvoiaa Company (PEVO), owned 50/50 by the 
nuclear utilities Imatran Voima (IVO) and 
Teollisuuden Voiaa ;TVO) (see report for the first 
IWGATWr-meeting, May 1987). This has taken place in 
spite of the "time-out" period during the present 
government, caused by the Chernobyl accident. 
In the PEVO time schedule (App. 1) it is assumed 
that the next government after the election in 
March 1991 will be pro-nuclear. The aim is to be 
ready for a rapid start-up of the project after the 
election. Target for the start-up of the plant is 
1998. The target by the end of 1990 ie a very 
thorough feasibility study of '.he selected plants. 
The output of this study will contain the following 
main items. 
1 So-called Tentative Preliminary Safety 

Analysis Report (Tentative PSAR). 
"Tentative" meaning that not all regular or 
conventional details are necessarily 
completed, but a solution is shown to exist 
to all requirements. 

2 Cost estimates, based on budgetary offers 
and on own estimates according to the 
scopes of deliveries. 

3 Time schedules for realization. 
2 
Plants considered 

The work has been concentrated on the units in the 
1000 MW class, with the following types included. 

A) IVO is responsible for the PWRs: 
1 NPI-1000 PWR, by Nuclear Power 

Internat ional 

2 WER-1000 ("WER-9J") by Sov ie t Union 



B) TVO is responsible (or the BWRs: 
3 BWP-90 "large* (appr. 1150 KW) by ABB-Atoa 
« BWR-90 "saall" (appr. 825 HW) by ABB-Atoa 
S BWR-IOOO by Siemens 
It can be seen that the technical programme is based 
on coapetition between several plant alternatives 
and on readiness to start the project iapleaentation 
as soon as possible after the expected change in the 
political attitude towards new nuclear power. 

Utility's and Authorities requirements 

3.1 
Price target 

3.2 
Tiae targets 

The plants considered shall fullfil the following 
evolutionary but realistic aain requirements. One 
can see that the saae targets are found in the 
description of aany advanced 1MR projects. 

The cost of kwh Bust be cearly lower than 
that produced by conventional (coal) 
plants. 
Thus, the even the most econoaical unit 
will not be built automatically. 

Technical lifetiae of the plant shall be at 
least 40 yrs. change of the Bain coaponents 
(e.g. steaa generators) shall be easy. 
Construction schedules, maximum, are from 

a) utility decision to coaaerc. operation 
90 ao (7.5 y) 

b) Supplier Selection to coaaerc. operation 
76 BO 

c) start of construction to coaaerc. operation 
66 ao (5.5 y) 

3.3 
Quantity target for the electricity produced 

Plant size appr. 1000 MM 

25 

Capacity factor as good as achieved at 
Olkiluoto and Loviisa units: average 85 \, 
aeaning appr. 90 % in noraal years, with no 
aajor rep&ir works. 
Refuelling outage max. 20 days noraally, 
assuming 3 shift work by the staff and by 
the authorities (as in present units). 

3.4 
Quality target for the electricity and plant operability 

NORDEL grid requirements are fulfilled. 
Plant is capable for load follow on daily 
and weekly basis. 
Frequency control shall be possible 
depending on fuel design. 

3.5 
Acceptance target for the plant 

3.6 
Risk and safety targets 

3.7 
Other considerations 

Plant shall fulfill the Finnish laws and 
Safety reguireaents. 
Public acceptance is necessary 
prerequisite. 

The probability of a severe reactor 
accident (core Belt) Bust be below 
10-5/a. 
Probability of a severe release to the 
environment shall be such less than 10"5/a, 
(e.g. less than 10"7/y) 
Cumulative personnel expposur» shall be 
aax. 0.5 aanSv/y per unit. 
Active discharges shall be well below the 
max. liaits authorized. 

Sites considered are Loviisa and Olkiluoto 
Fuel aanageaent system can be based on 
either IVO or TVO praxis. Use of HOX-fuel 
shall be possible in the future. 
waste aanageaent shall be based on the 
existing systeas. 

Summary Finland is working seriously towards having its 
fifth nuclear unit in operation before year 2000. 
One can see that the safety and operational 
requirements are in no way excessive. In fact, a 
number of them are already fulfilled by the present 
Lovii'ia and Olkiluoto units and are included in the 
targets for ALWRS being developed in other 
countries. 
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR ADVANCED REACTORS 

Y. DENNIELOU 
Service Etudes et projets thermiques et nucleaires, 
Electricity de France, 
Villeurbdnne, France 

INTRODUCTION 

The design and operation of a nuclear power station must satisfy a certain 
number of criteria. 

Amongst these, certain concern safety and are generally imposed by Safety 
Organizations acting on behalf of the Authorities of the countries where the 
Nuclear Power Station will be operated. 

Some of these criteria are the subject of consensus at international level. Such 
criteria have been clearly given in the INSAG 3 document, prepared by 
A.I.E.A. 

This consensus is desirable, but also necessary for the following reasons : 

the number of nuclear power station constructors is limited and 
market rules impose a common language. 

there are many Electrical Operators, who do not always have 
sufficient capacity to ensure that the nuclear power station network 
is economically self sufficient. They do not want to be more 
demanding than their neighbour; and want to benefit from the 
experiences acquired by other Operators. 

the Authorities realized that it was in everyone's interest to have 
common regulations, not only due to an awareness of trans border 
effects but also because pooling Research and Development analysis 
and actions wa. profitable. 

Nevertheless, not only Jie definition of a certain number of criteria is within the 
competence of the Operator, and notably, those r lative to the power stations 
operation, but it is desirable that the Operator's advice is taken into 
consideration during the definition of the safety criteria. 

Indeed Operator participation thus enables demands which might not take into 
account operating constraints to be reduced. They also enable an ratchetting of 
advocated measures to be avoided which notably could risk increasing the kWh 
cost, and thus decreasing the appeal of nuclear energy. 

A consensus between Operators, in order to contribute to the creation of 
common safety regulations, thereby simplifying competition between 
manufactures ould prove to be useful. This would also apply with respect to the 

27 main plant, with the objective of avoiding a large number of different designs. 

This would enable a consistent and high quality design to be achieved and enable 
the design to benefit lrom experience feed back. 

SITE 

The main site related considerations, besides conventionnals aspects concerning 
its choice (network, heat sink, access, etc ...) is related to the definition or not 
of an exclusion zone and the need or not to provide for an evacuation plan. 

There seems to be some misunderstanding about the reasons leading to the 
existence of such a plan. 

Indeed, for design basis accidents, one can always conceive a reactor which only 
discharges a moderate quantity of radioactive products. 

Howewer, it is possible to postulate a "beyond design basis" event which could 
lead tr a larger release of radioactive material. 

In this case of a deterministic approach, measures should be adopted to protect 
the neighbouring population. These hypothesis correspond to the severe accident 
situation. This approach can develop with time. As a reminder, it is sufficient to 
recall the 1966 AEC criteria where the*e severe accident notion was implicitly 
classified in tie residual risk. The "RASMUSSEN" WASH 1400 report exposed 
this notion. Following this, and notably after the TMI accident, emergency plans 
associated to an estimation of a Source Term and a certain probability level 
resulted. 

The extend to which this approach is adopted varies according to the appraisal 
of each Authority of each Country and the stale of knowledge. 

Typically in FRANCE, this Source Term level enables the population evacuation 
to be limited to a zone defined by a radius of 5 km around the power station (for 
the zone from 5 km to 1C km, it is sufficient to confine people inside their 
residences). It rests with the designer to take the necessary measures to ensure 
that the Source Term escaping the radioactive product confinement is limited to 
this icvel. Any circumstance leading to a higher Source Term, must have a 
probability level, sufficiently low to be classified in the residual risk. 

For current, reactor design, the probability is less than 10. 6 per reactor-year. 

For a new de«:3n project, one can always see to it that the producted probability 
of an analogous Source Term is lower than those generally accepted -i the 
moment, (which pushes back the residual risk to an even lower value). Howewer, 
at these very low levels, there are two major difficulties : 

single failures of very low probability but with very serious 
consequences become dominant (e.g. very strong earthquake) : or, 
the assesment of the probability of such events is very difficult 

one does not know how to evaluate the risks of human error or 
common mode at such a low level. 



Howewer because of the uncertainties in determining the probabilities of such 
aspects and for others reasons, it may be necessary for the safety autorities to 
provide guidance on the values which then would accept at any particular times. 

To state that one can build and operate a reactor which offers no radioactive 
release risk whatsoever is thus likely later on, to hinder the Operator who would 
have serious diflicultie in continuing his operation to respect too strict a criteria 
that he would have fixed himself "a priori" : an example will enable this matter 
to be illustrated : for a pressurized water reactor an accident concerning steam 
generator tube breakages, can result in radioactive product release, which, 
although the consequences would be considered as benign, can hinder the 
operator if he had mentioned this unlikely hypothesis during the design phase. 
Such a discourse would be going back 20 years when the nuclear community 
used to proclaim that nuclear was safe, period. 

MAINTENANCE - REPA1RABILITY 

Problems related to maintenance and the possibility of repairing or replacing 
structures or components of a nuclear power station, do not at first sight appear 
to be in the Safety domain. 

The Operator attaches considerable ir-.portance to the fact that the plant supplied 
to him to produce electrical enery is easy to maintain, for economic reasons, 
and for the requirement to lim.i doses received by its personnel or those of the 
Companies to whom the maime.ia.~- .ork has been entrusted, but also to limit 
the risks of human error. 

The possibility of repairing relatively easily, all components and structures of the 
power station is also an appreciable factor for the choice of plant. 

This protection of the investment attitude is all the more justified as recent 
events which have occurred in nuclear power stations have lead to long duration 
shutdowns and even final shutdowns. 

These problems are also of direct interest the Safety Authorities, as much as the 
Operator. 

These considerations result in doubts being expressed on certain new integrated 
reactors qualified as intrinsically safe, but which are founded on a design slightly 
or indeed not accessible at all. 

"GRACE PERIOD" 

In the various international meetings where different advanced reactor models 
were presented, a notion called "Grace Period" appeared, characterizing the 
project without clearly defining the reasons leading to the definition of the 
corresponding time. 

The term of "Grace Period" is defined by a paper from A.I.E.A. as a period of 
time during which safety is ensured without the necessity of personnel action or 
attendance in the event of an incident/accident. 

Also, the Grace Period being suggested varies considerably, .jiving the 
impression that this idea has a more public relation aspect than a technical basis. 

It would therefore be advisable to consider what is actually meant by "Grace 
Period". 

For example, there are various possibilities related either to the actions of the 
operators or to those of the Public Authorities. 

It would therefore be advisable to define at the beginning, the actions to be 
carried out and then estimate the time required to do it. Here there example are 
a few suggestions : 

following an accident, what is the delay given to the operator, in 
order that he has time to "gather i.'- wits" before any intervention 
from his side ? Can this delay be a function of the type of event ? 

in a worsening situation, what is the delay required for an analysis 
team to be formed, and have the time to interpret the information 
received, in order to usefully advise the Operator. 

What is the delay for measures the application of accident 
management procedures. 

Following an accident, what is the delay necessary for the Public 
Authorities to take the decision to implement an emergency plan 1 

Once this decision is taken, what time is required to implement the 
emergency plan ? 

A solution which seems simple but not necessarily realistic 
industrially, would be to include all these elemental times. 

One thus ends up with a reactor design where no human intervention is involved 
in the reactor control systems during this defined time. This is in fact the path 
chosen for the reactors proposed as "intrinsically safe", though, however, the 
more or less important duration stated, but being at least several days, does not 
seem to correspond to a well defined criteria. 

It would seem more advantageous perhaps to determine the problems and define 
the criteria case by case. 

The problem is made more difficult because it is advisable to take other 
parameters into account related to the instrumentation and control of the power 
station, for example : the idea of the forgiving reactor intervenes, as well as that 
of the possibility or not of letting the operator take certain initiatives. 

However, the Operators have a certain part to play in the definition of these 
criteria. 

To satisfy the r-.rvious conditions, that is to say, obtain a certain delay, various 
means can be envisaged. 

The first consists in applying redundance at a more or less high level, associated 
or not with diversification, to limit the common mode effects. 
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Virtually all existing reactors were conceived in this way. Taking severe accidents 
into consideration, that is to say, lowering the probability level defining the 
residual risk, led to wondering about the use of other means to enable the 
system's thermal inertia to be increased. 

The objective r, obtained either by increasing design margins, or using systems 
utilizing "passive" design. 

Utilization of passive safety design has alreaov been used, in varying degrees at 
the beginning of the reactors design. One can cite for example, natural 
circulation core cooling, gravity insertion of the reactor control systems, us* ot 
accumulators during a primary circuit depressurization. 

A more extensive use of the passive safety design is conceivable. This generally 
results in the adoption of major water reserves (under pressure or without), 
associated or not with systems using the gravity principle (the special case of 
natural circulation being relative to a closed circuit). 

Increasing design margins is more difficult to understand. One imagines that this 
method can simplify the Operators role. Indeed, trip thresholds are generally 
more difficult to reach during transients because of the control drift. 

The indirect effect on safety, resides therefore in the reduction of the number of 
calls on the auxiliary circuits, giving lower material loading, and for a given 
reliability level, a lower degradation risk. 

A second aspect conceding these margins is the following : inherently in the 
determinist method in the design, the margins are really necessary, in order to 
provide against situations not taken into account in the design. An increase of 
these margins, thus following the in-depth defense principle, should increase the 
resistance quality of the various barriers. 

On the contrary, a considerable increase of the grace period, so as to gain time, 
seems difficult to achieve by using this procedure. 

How to choose between all these methods : redundance, diversification of active 
components, passive design and increase of margins during the design of a new 
project ? 

Several parameters have to be taken into consideration to make a judgement : 
notably past experience, and cost for a required safety level. 

THE HUMAN FACTOR 

The importance of the human factor in nuclear power station safety, at least in 
western countries was emphazised by the TMI incident. 

AJthough a significant level of agreement on post TMI measures has been 
obtained, there is however different conceptions by the designer of the role of 
the operator post accident after the 20/30 minutes period. 

From the original design where the Operator directs the implementation 
procedure of the various safeguard auxiliary circuits, up to futurist projects where 
human intervention is not necessary for a period of time sometimes exceeding 

several weeks, quite a graduation can occur. The interaction with the previously 
defined time (Grace Period) is evident. 

A point however is worth noting. During the progression of an accidental 
procedure by automatic systems, or the utilization of physical laws (passive 
sysiem), even if the intervention of the operator is not necessary, can he act or 
not ? Must he have or not the control console keys mechanism during such a 
procedure ? Can the operator modify or not what has been established during the 
design studies ? If yes, is he allowed to make a mistake, and how many times ? 
That is to say, must it be a forgiving design system, and at what level ? How 
many successive mistakes can be tolerated : zero, one, two ... 7 

This point is worth analysing in the framework of future reactor designs. Indeed 
one can imagine that advice can be varied. The degree of confidence in iiuman 
intervention to reestablish a situation, consecutive to an accident which does not 
progress as foreseen, is of subjective order and it seems difficult to measure its 
weight. In general, unfortunate consequences due to a human error stay in the 
memory. Satisfactory actions are never the subject of special reports, and that is 
good. But do we not ever-estimate ihe capacity of human intelligence, to foresee 
all possible eventualities during the design studies, which include poor 
functioning of the equipment comprising the different systems called into use and 
whose reliability is not total. 

CONCLUSION 

In addition to the aspects which have just been broached, one could : 

1. The specifications required by the electrical network ; It would be 
interesting to establish a table of different Operators requirements. 

2. The use of probabilistic pnalysis (P.R.A.) : a meeting organized by 
AIEA took place in VIENNA in May on this theme. The benefits 
and limitations of the probabilistic method in new project design 
was exposed. Many other meetings have taken place or are foreseen 
on this subject. Initially it would be preferable to prepare a dossier 
on the comparison of input data and especially date relative to 
common modes and the human factor. 

Severe accidents : there is a large consensus of agreement thai in 
the future, the means to control a severe accident should be taken 
into consideration from the start of the design. But in the current 
state of knowledge, it is preferable to wait for the conclusions of 
International, "Severe Accident" working groups as NEA-OECD 

Equipment qualifications and especially those required in case of an 
accident must be the subject of a comparative study. But this point 
is not a characteristic of advanced reactors and could therefore be 
taken in another context. 



In conclusion, I think these joints should be studied : 

- define what is meant by 'Grace Period" 

- Study the "man-machine* interaction in the sense of operator intervention 
during an automatic procedure 

- the problem of safeguarding the investment, the translation of which is the 

repairability of the internal structures 

• specifications required by the Operator concerning the electrical network 

- relation roles of determinate and/or probabilistic approaches 

- role of accident management in risk reduction 

- means of demonstrating the reliability for revolutionary design (passive system). 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON FUTURE 
LIGHT WATER REACTORS AT THE CEA, FRANCE 

A. LERIDON 
Direction des reacteurs nucleases, 
CEA, Centre d'dtudes nucldaires de Cadarache, 
Saint-Paul-lez-Durancc, France 

Future Reactors and particularly P.W.R. will hava to be 
sa-fe, competi ti ve and acceptable by public opinion. As the -future 
o-f international envi ronnement is somewhat difficult to •foresee, 
the Research and development wi1 have to be open and to tale into 
account various items as: 

-Possible evolution o* international or "regional" 
Regulations about waste and Safety, parti cul arl y in the -field o* 
severe accident. 

-New propositions o-f different lind of Reactors on the 
international scene. 

-Various Strategy on Uranium and -fuel cycle. 
-Mew industrial strateqy and Utilities agreements. 

These are the reasons why.the Commissariat a l'Energie 
AtomiQue is involved in an RJ.D programme.in cooperation with EDF 
(REP 2000 Programme)and Framatome.Main subjects are as -following: 

1- Evaluation of di-f-ferent either "evolut l onnary" or "passive 
sa-fety" Reactors under three di-f-ferent aspects: 

-Thermal hydraul i cs and sa-fety margins evaluation in 
terms o-f linear power , hvdraul I c pressure drop.etc. 

-Operation problems.particularly when a passive system 
is not operating. 

-Reliability and -failure probability with the associated 
consequences. 

2- Absorbers evolution and possible limitation o-f soluble 
boron. 

3- In core instrumentation. 
4- Post accident instrumentation. 
5- Severe accident : Prevention and mitigation as long as the 

core -fusion probability cannot be eliminated. 
6- Confinement. 
7- Operator Assistance. 
8- Fuel evolution. 
Some o-f these subjects will be integrated in the REF 2000 

F-rogramme.In a preliminary phase.the need of experimental 
programme will be evaluated but at this stage the R!<D will not be 
related to a given design. 



Other items will also be carried on: 

-Physics o-f tight lattices (RCVS Programme) :the -french paper 
at the last Nuremberg meeting gave an overview o-f what is going on 
in Prance on experimental and theoretical aspects. 

-Thermalhydraulics: Fotential benefits o-f upper head 
injection combined with cold leg injection in 2 di-Merent 
geometries: 

-RCVS lattices, 
-Current PWR lattices. 

That will cover re-flooding experiments(PERICLES) and system 
e-f-fects(BETHSY) .The CATHARE code will also be developped in that 
direction by modelling steam-cold water interaction. 

- MOX -fuel: 1007. MOX on current Reactor evaluation is also 
going on. 

More recently.PRA results on the PWR 900 done by the nuclear 
Sa-fety Institute (1PSN) and PWR 1300 done by EDF could also give 
new orientations -for developments but it is too early to tall: 
about. 

As a conclusion, in a -few years troin now. depending on EDF 
choices, some R!<D Programmes will be -focused on Utility and 
Supplier design. 
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SAFETY CONCEPTS FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OF LWRs 

P.-J. MEYER 
Siemens AG, 
Unternchmensbcreich K W U , 
Erlangen, Germany 
1. Actual state of the art of LWR safety in Germany 

Based on the technology of the recently finished 3 Convey plants 
Isar 2, Neckarwestheim 2 and Emsland the safety technology 
should be compared with international requirements. This com
parison will show the high degree of safety already reached 
with the Convoy plants that these plants would be classified as 
advanced. Thus future safety developments can be performed 
without any pressure from outside. Operating results oT the 
Convoy plants in comparison to other PWR are just as gocd or 
even better than those which are at present considered in other 
countries as target values for a new reactor generation. 

1.1 EPRI-requirements 

The Electric Power Research Institute has established a require
ment catalogue for the next generation of US-NPP. Some of these 
aspects have been extracted and compared with Convoy data 
already realised in those plants, Fig. 1 • 2. Some of these 
aspects are discussed as follows: 

- Fig. 3 £: ves the development of the radiation exposure to 
plant personnel. This improvement was achieved through design 
modification, water chemistry, improved inspection and mainte
nance equipment as well as through stepwise elimination of 
Cobalt-based Piloys. 

- Fig. 1 indicates the rather low number of forced outages in 
Siemens LWR 

- Fig. 5 shows the consolidation of construction time. The EPRI 
requirement in this point has already been fulfilled with the 
Convoy plants. 
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FIG. 1. ALWR development targets in the USA. 
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1.2 Recent safety goals (Fig. 6) 
A preventive strategy can assure within the defence in depth 
concept the design requirements during normal operation and 
accident conditions. The safety containment confines the radio
activity which may be released from the primary system to 
prevent unacceptable radioactivity loads to the environment. In 
case of an accident not being controlled by the design relevant 
counterneasures a grace period > 2 h is available to initiate 
respective measures to prevent core melt. With this safety 
potential preventive internal accident management measure would 
be initiated for reeonstitution of failed operational functions 
or other auxiliary measures. These accident management measures 
do not substitute the normal design measures, but they supple
ment the safety measures as progress in safety philosophy. This 

Reactor building 

Design 

Normal operation 

Design Upset 
operating conditions Design 

Design 
basis accidents 

Beyond 
design basis 
events 

Measures lor 
minimization of 
remaining risk 

Safety ty i terns 

FIG. 6. Multilevel safety concept. 

is valid as well as for the current as also for new generation of 
nuclear reactors. If despite all preventive countermeasures a 
core melt accident occurs the conservative design of the con
tainment prevents unpermissible radioactivity release to the 
environment. 

The main countermeasures of preventive plant internal emergency 
protection is the primary and secondary side "feed and bleed", 
the pressure reduction by steam blow-down and simultaneous 
feeding of coolant. (Fig. 7) 

In case of secondary side feed and bleed the respective relief 
valves at one or at several steam generators release the decay 
heat by evaporation of inactive feedwater to the environment.(Fig. 8) 
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FIG. 8. Protection ot heat sink steam generator (1). 

Natural circulation inside the primary circuit transfers the 
decay heat via the steam generators. The feeding of the steam 
generators is achieved by the feedwater stored in the feedwater 
tank. Part of the generated steam is being used to increase the 
feedwater tank pressure to ease and support the steam generator 
feeding. Another alternative is the use of mobile pumps. 

In case of primary side feed and bleed the pressurizer relief 
valves open to that extent to enable pressure reduction for 
accumulator injection. Long time feeding is attained by the 
engineering features incorporated in the design. Mobile pumps 
may be used or failed systems are reconstituted. Regarding the 
quality and stability of the German and European interconnected 
grid a two hours period can be achieved in which the energy 
supply from the grid is available. 

Within the strategy to prevent severe accident-: a safety level 
has been attained that additional expenditures and additional 
respective technical measures may not result in significant 
safety improvements. The remaining target for the future in 
plant development is the reduction in frequency of severe 
accidents. The technical measures for core melt prevention 
should be developed on the nearly same safety level as for the 
Convoy plants, however, simplification as well as diversification 
is required and the implementation of passive safety features 
will be assessed. 

1.3 Plant internal mitigative accident management measures 
to reduce environmental consequences 

In c?se preventive accident management measures taken in a 
beyond design event have not been successful, i.e. prevention 
of a core melt-down with subsequent failure of the RPV has not 
been possible, mitigative accident management procedures can 
and will have to be performed. The dominant aim of mitigative 
accident management measures after a severe core damage has 
occurred is to maintain the containment integrity such that the 



FIG. 9. Frequency ot severe accidents. 

environment will not be subject to unacceptable radiological 
consequences.(Fig. 9) 

The following subject is still under detail investigation but 
may lead to a negative aspect: 
In case of a high pressure core melt accident, i.e. the primary 
system is still being pressurized, a loss of integrity of the 
safety containment cannot be excluded, if the RPV loose its 
integrity in a vast area and also large forces are linked to 
that event. This vast desintegration of the RPV only was con
sidered in the German ris'* study, phase B, but not internatio
nally. The plant internal accident management measures are the 
already mentioned primary and secondary side feed and bleed. If 

35 only the primary side feed and bleed can be established, i.e. 

the primary circuit is depressurized, the desintegrity of the 
containment can be prevented by conveying the HP-core melt into 
a LP-core melt process. It seems of great importance to analyse 
local RPV failures or local failures not only in the BPV but 
also at other places in the primary system as discussed in 
international bodies. 

Hydrogen produced airing the meld-down of the core might contri
bute to early pressure peaks and corresponding containment 
loads due to H, deflagration phenomena. In order to ensure 
adequate safety margins to containment failure recombination or 
combustion of hydrogen should be triggered as early as possible 
whilst Hj amount and local concentration are low. Hydrogen 
recombination or ignition should constitute the first mitigation 
AM measures. For that purpose two types of H, recombiners -
catalytic and battery powered igniters - requiring no energy 

Safely systems 
FIG. 10. Catalytic H, recombiner. 



supply from outside have been developed and qualified at Siemens/ 
KWU. Installation in PWH plants of such igniters is currently 
under discussion. (Fig. 10) 

Following occurrence of a core melt accident, in the long-term 
phase the pressure would slowly rise from energy and mass 
released during the invessel phase and from corium concrete 
interaction up to the ultimate failure pressure of the contain
ment. Due to the large volume nd structures in the containment 
it takes about U days to this pressure build-up and more than 
3 days to reach the test pressure. In order to prevent an 
uncontrolled failure of the containment and to strongly reduce 
the consequences of potential radioactive release to the environ
ment, a filtered containment venting device is being installed 
in LWRs in the FRG. One version, representing the Siemens type 
"Sliding Pressure Venturi Scrubber", is shown in Fig. 11. 

Safety systems 

FIG. 11. Containment venting system. 

In addition to mitigating AM measures consideration has to be 
given also to the question of how the molten core material 
(coriurc), after RPV melt-through, would spread within the 
reactor building and erode the concrete basemat. 

The primary objective of modified containment basemat design is 
to stabilize the corium and to maintain its coolability such 
that basemat penetration will be prevented. There are several 
options suited to meet this requirement, one being a corium 
retention device located in the lower part of the containment 
with heat removal effected by a dedicated corium cooling system. 

2. Aspects regarding passive systems • 

In the Siemens research center a test loop simulating the PWR 
primary circuit (PKL) is being used for simulation of loss-of-
coolant accidents and power transients.(Fig.12) 

Safety systems 

FIG. 12. Backflow-condensation (scheme). 



One of the last tests justified our preference for the secondary 
side bleed and feed. In. the PKL-ioops the feed process of all 
accumulators including the entirs volume of water and gaz was 
simulated. The heat transfer from the reactor core to the steam 
generators could be preserved in this node of operation "back-
flow condensation". In the real plant the injected quantity of 
ga: compared with the test condition is much smaller. The water 
evaporatea in the reactor core from the partly filled primary 
circuit is condensated in the steam generators and flows back 
into the PPV. This experiment is one example which demonstrates 
with the new knowledge gained from the test that an increase in 
safety could be attained without any plant modificatior.. 

2.1 Safety condenser 
rig. 13 shows the scheme of a secondary side safety condenser. 
A heat exchanger installed in a water tank condensates the 
steam from the steam generator in a closed cycle. The water 
volume in the tank is heated up and evaporatec and released to 
the environment. Due to the location of the safety condenser 
above the steam generator a natural circulation can be estab
lished. The volume of the water tank defines the grace period 
for further cour.termeasures and can be easily accommodated to 
the respective requirements. Also this passive system requires 
active valve functions for its operation, but these valves are 
easily accessible during ail modes of operation and under acci
dent conditions, which has to be considered in a PRA. 

This system is one example for diversification. The active 
operating system such as main feedwater systec and start-up and 
shut-down system may be supplemented by a passive decay heat 
removal system which could be especially of importance in case 
of severe accidents. Before a decision can be made for the 
implementation of that system further investigations are needed 
to cr.eck the dynamic behaviour of the plant, load3 in the evil 
design and the ecor.o~ic aspects. This system may replace the 
emergency feed system. 

Saiety systems 

FIG. 13. Protection of heat sink steam generator (2). 

2.2 Containment integrity 

Several investigations are still necessary regarding the con
tainment behaviour in case of a core melt accident. The instal
lation of the H2-recombiner has not been finally deciHec. 
Particularly the possibilities of retaining the core melt 
internal aDd external of the RPV and in the lower part of the 
containment have to be analysed. Already proven designs are not 
available. In view of the safety potential still incorporated 
in the containment design, expectations may be realistic that 
no modifications or special features will be necessary.(Fig. Ti) 

For the current development work ruining in other institutes 
from our point of view the following problem areas should have 
priority.(Fig.15) 
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Further detailed understanding of single phenomena of the core 
melt process to develop more capable computer codes. Also the 
possibly gained increase in safety and the available potential 
in safety should be analysed. What is meant with the potential 
in safety should be explained as an example in case of steam 
explosion. In case of a core melt accident is assumed the drop 
of molten material in the remaining water in the BPV. This 
effect with the consequence of a steam explosion with the 
capability to destroy the RPV and damage the containment is 
being considered with a very low probability. Safety improve
ments due to these phenomena are not relevant, because no 
safety benefits car. be seen of this improbable load case. 
Further the release of radioactivity via hypothetical remaining 
small leakages in the containment in CB e of a long-term pres
sure build-up seems to be also very improbable thus no radiolo
gical impacts to the environment could occur. 

Even in case of core melt accidents the design will not depend 
on external emergency countermeasures, the evacuation of the 
population is not necessary. Our future targets in development 
are to deepen our knowledge in the understanding of the core 
melt process and to assess the safety potential of the contain
ment concept. Optimizations in detail are always possible. 

Would it be requested today to start construction of a new NPP 
only some of the essential countermeasures would be added to 
the current Convoy design to cope with the requirements consi
dering severe accident consequences such as primary and secon
dary side feed and bleed, countermeasures for H2-content limi
tation and the filtered containment venting system. The reali
sation of passive safety systems i.e. safety condenser or 
further improvements of safety enclosure regarding retainability 
of the core melt needs further long-term investigations in 
particular to define the potential in safety increase. For a 
long-term deployment of PWR-technology all ideas regarding 
safety including passive or semi-passive systems will be as
sessed to be ready to incorporate such systems if further ad-



vantages in safety and public acceptance could be reached, our 
activities cover the entire safety concept in prevention as 
well as in mitigation. 

The future development will be based on a European consensus 
for licensing. 

In conclusion, for reactors to be built in the future safety 
improvements based or. a combination of 
- accident management procedures characterized by simplicity of 

operator actions to be taken and 
- enhanced utilization of passive safety systems 
appear to hold promise of meeting the objective. 

Agreement on an international basis should be strive for with 
the objective to improve the safety such that if the probabili
ty of occurrence of an accident with unacceptable radiological 
consequences can be decreased to a value sufficiently low, e.g. 
< 10 /year then, according to p-actical sense, a r .actor car 
be declared safe, not requiring emergency planning in the 
plant's surroundings. 
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CURRENT STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION 
IN JAPAN AND DIRECTIONS IN WATER COOLED 
REACTOR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 

T. MIWA 
Nuclear Power Engineering Test Center, 
Tokyo, Japan 

1 Background and Enviromental Condition 

(3) Electric Power Demand 

The electric power demand in Japan will be 
increased steadily and it is clear that the nuclear 
power generation will occupy o»e of the major part 
of electric supply. 
The increase rate of the electric power in 1989 Fy 
in Japan is expected around 3.8* and interim report 
of MITI(Ministry of International Trade and Indust
ries) predicted that the average growth rate of 
energy demand till 20J0 year changed from 1.6* to 
2.01 in Japan. 

(2) Global Environmental Issue 

The regulation to fossil power plants wj]J be 
required for the protection of global environments 
from acid rain.green house effects and so on. 

(3) Increase cf Fossil Fuel Demand 

Thermal power generation using fossil fuel which 
is easy to use will be increased radically in the 
developing countries in order to meet the growth of 
electric power demand accompanied with the increase 
of popu1 at ion,the development of industry.and the 
improvement on the level of living in the develo
ping countries. 

By vhe facts above,the electric power supply by nucle
ar power generation will be required to be increased 
continuously in Japan. 



On the other hand.the following items are strongly re
quested in the future deveiopnent on nuclear power ge
neration technologies. 

(a) Further improvement on safety and reliability to 
be required to get the national consensus more 
widely in order to promote ruclear power generation 
during the increasing anti-nuke movement 

<b) Further reduction of the total generation cost by 
nuclear power to play the major role for electric 
power supply 

2.Current Status of Nuclear Power Generation in Japan 

(1) Current Status 

The first commercial nuclear power plant was built 
in 1966 and the number of the plants has continu
ously increased in Japan. 
Current status is as follows. 

Total Number of Plants 
Total Capacity 
Ratio in Power Source 
A-, of May.1990 

38 Plants 
30380 MWe 
18 . 5* 

Total Electric Power Generation 184.0 billion kWh 
Capacity Factor 72.2* 
in the end of 1989 

Share of Nuclear Power Supply 26 6* 
in the end of 1988 

<2) Commercial Operation From 1989 to 1990 

Shimane llnit 2(Chugoku Electric Co) 
BWR 820 MW Feb 10.1989 

Tomari Unit IfHokkaido Electric Co) 
PWR 579 MW Jun 22.1989 

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Unit 5(Tokyo Electric Co) 
BWR 1100 MW 
Jul 20.1989 First Critical State 
Apr 10.1990 Commercial Operation 

(3) Under Construction and Planning 

(a)Under Construction 
Total 12 Plants : 11991 MW 

(b)Under Planning 
Total 3 Plants 

Following two ABWR plants are scheduled for 
const ruet ion. 

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Unit 6(Tokyo Electric Co) 
ABWR 1350 MW 
1991 Scheduled for Start of Construction 

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Unit 7(Tokyo Electric Co) 
ABWR 1350 MW 
1993 Scheduled for Start of Construction 

3.Future Development and Research for Nuclear Power 
Generation in Japan 

Although the future plan for nuclear power generation 
has not been determined yet,fo1]owings have been 
considered. 

(1) Advanced Large-Sized LWR's 

Large-sized LWR's mainly Advanced LWR's(ABWF and 
APWR) will be constructed in Japan.Large-sized LW1" 
s are considered preferable in Japan because of 
the difficulty to seek the construction sites and 
of the economical scale merit.There fore.sua 11 -sized 
LWR' s are not considered to be constructed in Japan 
at th is st age . 

(2; Development on Next Generation LWR' s 

There are no concrete plan and no clear direction 
for the development on next generation I.WR' s in 
Japan so far.Now M1T1 has been restructuring the 
future direction for nuclear power generation in 
Japan and it is expected that the direction of the 
development for the next generation LWR's wj11 be 
shown near future.We hope to make this presentation 
next IWGATWR 
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It is important that the next generation LWR's 
should have the excellent features of safety,reJia-
bi 1 it y . econor, ici t y ?r.J easy to be accepted by the 
peoDle. 

(3) Althoogh the reactor types for the next generation 
have not determined yet,fo11owings are considered 
now. 

(a)Reactor adopted New Concepts 

Now medium- and small-sized reactors with simpli
fied and passive safety systems are under develop
ment . 
It is required for these systems to be applicable 
for large-sized reactor. 

(b)High Performance Core 

For example,high conversion core.full MOX core,and 
so on . 

(c)As advanced I.WR ' s (ABHR . APWR) .-.. v the bases of the 
design.sophisticated and advanced systems should be 
adopted with the development of new technologies 
by the future needs. 

4 . Development . Invest igat ion and R e s e f c ! for Next 
Generation Reactors etc 

Although the development and design for the next, 
generation reactors have not been done as stated above 
preliminary study for the development and feature 
study are going on in each fields. 

(1) Technology Investigation Proceeded by MJTI 

(a)"Investigation of Advanced Safety System"Project 

NUPEC(The Nuclear Power Engineering Test Center) 
in Japan is mainly studying the application of 
passive systems to large-sized LWR's.The investiga
tion points are to be reviewed for the application 
of passive systems to reactor shutdown function, 
heat removal function such as FCCS and RHR.and FP 
contain function. 

(b)"Study of LWR Enhauced Safety"Project 

1R1(T)ID Institute of Research and Innovation) is 
investigating conceptual designs of medium- and 
small-sized LWR's.gas cooled reactors and FBR's 
incorporating new concepts such as passive systems. 

(c)"Study of Concepts for Medium-
Reactors "Pro ject 

and Smal1-S i zed 

IAE(The Institute of Applied Energy)is studying 
needs.images for usage.economical eva]uation.and 
the marketability of medium- and small-sized 
reactors in Japan. 

(d ) " Invest igat ion of High Performance Core"Pro j »»ct 

NUPEC is studying high performance core suc/i as 
uranium saving core,high conversion core,and full 
MOX core for the effective utilization of uranium 
resources. 

(2)Utilitics 

(a)Study on Simplified LWR's 

Simplified and passive systems mainly for safety 
systems have been studied.Present 1y the most impor
tant issue is to investigate the power level in 
which these systems are applicable to keep the same 
grade of the safety compared with current LWR's. 
In Japan large-sized reactor is preferable because 

the scales of Japanese utilities are grtrt and the 
grid is also strong and it is difficult to find 
*ites for nuclear power plant. 

(3)Venders 

(a)Original Medium- and Small-Sized LWR's 

Tosh iba 
Hitachi 
Mitsubishi 

TQSBWR 
HSBWR 
MS300 



42 (b)Joint Study with Foreign Countries 

Toshiba and Hitachi with GE(USA) :SBWR 

(c)Joint Study with Utilities 

Stat ed above. 

(d)High Conversion Core Reactor 

Original research and joint study with utilities 

(4)Research in Institutes 

(a)High Conversion Core LKR' s 

JAERI(Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) has 
been doing theoretical and experimental works in 
order to verify the technological feasibility of 
the HCLWR(High Conversion Light Water Reactor).The 
critical experiments and thermo-hydtaulic tests for 
compact lattices have been continued.JAERI has been 
seeking the optimal core by proceeding the research 
fcr core design. 

(b)Medium- and Small-Sized Reactor 

High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor is one candi
date for medium- and small- sized reactor. 
The construction of HTTR(High Temperature Test 

Reactor) has been determined in JAERI and the 
reactor safety is under Governments examination The 
thermal output of the reactor is 30MWt.which can 
supply the helium gas with temperature of 85C-950 C 
A design study with emphasis on passive batety has 

been carried out also in JAERI on a new type of PWR 
ie.SPWR(System-integrated PWR).This reactor ins
talled a poison tank in the reactor vessel.The 
hydraulic pressure valves are provided in order to 
introduce the poison water into the primary coolant 
in emergency. 

(c)ATR(Advanced Thermal Reactor) 

The proto-type reactor "Fugen" of type of heavy 
water modelated and litht water cooled one has been 
operated in good condition with MOX fuels in PNC 
(Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development 
Corporat ion) . 
The experience-., on the "Fugen"reactor have been 

utilized to promote the demonstration reactor pro
gramme through the fuel elements irradiation tests 
and so on.Critical experiments have been made in 
order to validate the data and method to predict 
the neutronic properties of the demonstration 
reactor. 



SUMMARY OF SWEDISH ACTIVITIES 
IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE IWGATWR 

T. PEDERSEN 
ABB Atom AB, 
Vasteras, Sweden 

The outlook for nuclear power in Sweden 

This summary starts with a brief review of the situation and outlook for 
nuclear power in Sweden from the political and industrial points of 
view, and to some extent from the public acceptance point of view. 

The Swedish energy policy incorporates as you know, a decision on 
nuclear phase-out to the year 2010, following a referendum in 1980, and 
the Parliament has also decided that the nuclear phase-out should start 
in the middle of the 1990s with one (or possibly two ) power plant(s). The 
Labour Union gave their consent to that decision with one important 
reservation - sufficient and economic energy must be available before 
any plant is shut down. The new Industry Minister in Sweden, who is 
also responsible for the Energy supply, Mr Rune Molin, was formerly a 
top man in the Union, and following his appointment there has been 
much discussion on the Energy policy. Sweden has a lot of hydro power, 
more than 50 % of the electric energy comes from the hydro plants. New 
plants cannot be built, however, the remaining four river shall remain 
"natural" for coming generations. Sweden does not have much of fossil 
fueled power plants, but industry and traffic contribute with a lot of 
carbon dioxides to the atmosphere; a political decision stipulates a 
ceiling for such releases with an annually decreasing maximum level. 
Hence, fossil fueled power plants cannot be built to replace nuclear. 
Norway, our neighbour to the west, is an oi! producer but also has a lot 
of natural gas. Eurning gas has less impact on the environment than 
coal burning, and the Government, as well as others, has suggested 
that gas would be the solution. Norway has agreed to supply gas, but so 
far a price has not been determined. 

A group within the Socialdemocratic party has been trying to reach a 
consensus on ho" - to handle these conflicting decisions, and this group 
ame out with a recommendation that the Parliament should lift the 

carbon dioxide ceiling in order to make an early start of nuclear phase-
out possible. A public poll has shown, however, that more than 50 % of 
the Swedes prefer to let the nuclear power plants go or. operating and 
object to increasing the releases of carbon dioxides to the atmosphere. 
The 50 °K figure applies both to the whole population and to t) rse 
traditionally voting for the socialdemocratic party. Hence, there is now 
a somewhat less grim outlook for nuclear energy in Sweden; a positive 
development even though it i. not directly related to the activities of this 
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From the utility side the question of nuclear or not is the most urgent 
question at all. As long as they get a reasonable compensation from the 
state for the investment that they will not be permitted to utilize, and 
when the politicians have decided on what kind of energy source they 
want, the utilities would be free to "reinvest" into new generating 
capacity. The cost for constructing the new plant will probably be much 
higher which in turn means that the energy cost, for the consumer, 
will be much higher. If the higher prices leads to lower consumption, 
the politicians will be happy and so will the utilities be. The utilities will 
still be producing energy and selling it; earning money on the needs of 
the industry and the society. 

The industry in Sweden has so far not taken any strong position for 
nuclear; they consider that as a political issue. What they have done, 
however, is to strongly point out that if the Swedish Energy Policy leads 
to an uncertainty with respect to the availability of sufficient and 
reasonably priced electric energy, the industry will divert activities 
from Sweden to other countries; new investments will not be made in 
Sweden. 

ABB Atom is a company within the ABB Group which has the energy 
sector as one of its cornerstones, and the top management strongly 
believes that there will be a revival of the nuclear power plant market. 
In this context it can be noted that ABB last year bought the American 
company Combustion Engineering Inc with which ABB Atom now is 
establishing a close cooperation. The two companies will remain 
separate bodies with US and Scandinavia, respectively, as the h o m e 
market, and with maximum cooperation in the rest of the world. 

Swedish activities in the advanced technology field 

The Swedish Activities in the field of Advanced Technologies for Water-
Cooled Reactors fall into three basic categories; 

o Activities related to operating plants, ie implementation of modern 
technology into these plants 

o Development work on evolutionary type nuclear plants, and 

o Development work on more "revolutionary" or developmental type 
of reactors. 

In the first category, the pace is obviously determined by the utilities, 
and their concern for keeping the plants in shape and in operation at 
high availability factors means that they will evaluate new suggestions 
carefully before deciding on their implementation in a running plant. 
On the other hand, as soon as a new feature has been found prudent, 
with benefits from operation and/or maintenance point of view they may 
also decide on an implementation at the first possible opportunity. 



44 In this context we can note that spectacular changes and modifies ions 
have not taken place, since the second meeting of this group. At 'hat 
time, the Swedish plants had already been equipped with Filtered 
Venting of Containments and the storage facility for low and medium 
level radioactivity reactor waste had been taken into operation. 

The major changes and modifications during these two years are 
mainly of the type modernization of computer systems, replacing old 
hard-wired control loops by digital programmable systems, component 
and system modifications to improve operation or simplify 
maintenance, and perhaps most important evaluations of new ideas 
with respect to potential for increasing the power output, and 
implementing features that pave the ground for further output 
increases. The power increases of the Swedish plants during the 1980s 
amount to some 500 MWe, ie. a capacity corresponding to a "new" 
medium size nuclear plant has been added to the grid without 
constructing any plant. There is still a potential for power increases in 
the operating plants and the utilities are watching the development all 
the time. 

The ABB Atom activities in Sweden are dominated by the activities of 
the fuel division, and its fuel factory, which has been very successful 
over the last years. Other activities are related to service for plants in 
operation in Sweden and in other countries, and there are also some 
activities related to some non-nuclear fields. In line with the belief that 
there wil] be a new nuclear power market within a few years, the 
company is engaged in significant development efforts; partly on a 
modernized, updated BWR design based on the experience from 
constructing and operating previous design versions of the ABB Atom 
BWR, and in particular from uie latest two units, Oskarshamn 3 and 
Forsmark 3, partly on a quite different design, a new PWR type of 
reactor. 

BWR 90 

The evolutionary BWR plant that has been called the BWR 90, builds 
directly on the design of the latest Swedish BWR plants which also seem 
very advanced when comparing them with the socalled Advanced BWR, 
developed by the American company General Electric and the Japanese 
Hitachi and Toshiba, to a large extent based on the design of the ABB 
Atom BWRs. 

The BWR 90 does not represent dramatic changes from its models; it is 
more like a refined product where a number of "weak" points, from the 
previous design have been eliminated. The plant design has been 
reviewed from top to bottom to evaluate possible improvements from the 
point of view of costs, construction, installation, arrangement, commis
sioning, operation and maintenance, while at the same time 
maintaining operational flexibility and reliability, and ensuring a very 
high level of safety. To the latter end, you may note that the BWR 90 

containment design includes measures to handle a molten core, in 
compliance with the requirements set forth in the Finnish design 
criteria for nuclear plants. 

The design reviews and design activities have been going on for a 
number of years now, to some extent in cooperation with the Finnish 
utility TVO which operates the two ABB Atom BWR plants at Olkiluoto -
two of the best performing nuclear power plants in the world. Finland 
is contemplating constructing a fifth nuclear power plant, and in that 
context ABB Atom has presented a number of budgetary bids to TVO 
and PEVO, a coordinating company jointly owned by TVO and IVO. 
The latest "budget" bid, together with PSAR material, was presented to 
PEVO for two reactor sizes, typically 700 and 1100 MWe output. 

The BWR 90 project is now in a phase of design consolidation aiming at 
preparation of a binding bid at the end of this year. An agreement with 
TVO on development cooperation during 1990 has been signed, aiming 
at a review and "negotiation" of the budgetary bid documents so that the 
binding bid will contain already agreed upon documents, as far as 
possible. This agreement covers both reactor sizes, 2350 and 3300 MWth, 

Apart from the system design discussions with TVO the present work 
implies layout and installation verifications, optimization of schedules 
for project design and engineering,preparation of technical conditions 
for QA documents, and investigations of special issues like earthquake 
impacts. Other fields that are being treated, are the updating of the 
PSAR and studies of the implications of the programmable, computer-
based control equipment, in particular from the licensing point of view. 

PIUS 

The PIUS project is not new as such, the development has been going 
on for more than a decade now. On the other hand, the design has 
changed significantly in the two last years, and therefore the 
arrangement, as well as a typical PIUS response to an accident, is 
described briefly below. 

PIUS is a new reactor concept that is based on well established LWR 
technology. It is a passive and simplified, reconfigured PWR incorpo
rating also some BWR features, with a nominal power output of 600 
MWe. The modified arrangement reflects the PIUS goals of achieving 
increased simplicity and safety, in particular with respect to protection 
of the reactor core in possible accident scenarios. The basic 
arrangement of PIUS is outlined in Figures 1 and 2, and main plant 
parameters are provided in Table 1. 

The PIUS core is an open PWR type core. It is located at the bottom of 
the reactor pool, containing a highly borated water mass. The PIUS 
reactor does not use control rods, neither for shutdown nor for power 
shaping. Reactivity control is accomplished by means of reactor coolant 



1. Pressunzar m a m volume 7 Embedded " • * membrane 
2 Steam generator (4) 8. Pool finer 
3 Upper density lock 9 Com 
4 Main coolant pump (4) 10 Lower density toe* 
5 Riser i r Submersed pool cooler, cooled 
6 Core instrumentation in natural ctfcuiatton by ambient air. 

FIG. 1. PIUS, main N5SS features. FIG. 2. PIUS safety-grade structures. 
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Table I: PIUS 800 Main Data 

Core thermal power 2,000 MW 
Net electric power 640 MWe 
Circulating water temperature 15°C 
No. of fuel assemblies 213 
Core height (active) 2.50 m 
Core equivalent iHvneter 3.76 m 
Average fuel linear heat rate 11.9 kW/m 
Average core power density 72.3 kW/1 
Core inlet temperature 260°C 
Core outlet temperature (mixed mean) 290"C 
Operating pressure (pressurizer) 9MPa 
Core coolant mass flow 13,000 kg/a 
Average burnup 45,500 MWdVt 
Equilibrium core ingoing enrichment (12 months) 3.5% 
Concrete vessel cavity diameter 12 m 
Concrete vessel cavity volume 3,300 m3 
Concrete vessel total height 43 m 
Concrete vessel thickness 7-lCm 
No. of steam generators and coolant pump s 4 



boron concentration and temperature. The moderator temperature 
coefficient of reactivity is strongly negative under operating conditions, 
throughout the operating cycle. 

The reactor pool is enclosed in a 3,300 ro3 cavity in a large Prestressed 
Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV). The pool water is cooled by two 
systems; one with forced circulation through out-of-vessel heat 
exchangers and one with entirely passive function, utilizing natural 
water circulation and dry, natural-draft cooling towers. The passive 
system ensures the pool cooling in accident, and station blackout, 
situations and prevents boiling of the reactor pool water inventory. If all 
pool cooling systems were to fail, the pool wateT inventory ensures 
cooling of the reactor core for a protracted period of time (7 days). 

From the reactor core, the heated reactor coolant passes up through the 
riser pipe, at a temperature of 290 °C, and leaves the reactor vessel 
through nozzles on the sides of the upper plenum, The coolant 
continues in the four hot leg coolant pipes to straight once-through 
steam generators, mounted on two sides of the PCRV. The main coolant 
pumps are located below and structurally integrated with the steam 
generators The pumps are sized-up versions oi the glandless, wet 
motor design pumps that have been successfully utilized as 
recirculation pumps in the ABB Atom BWR plants. 

The cold leg piping enters *he reactor vessel through nozzles in the 
upper plenum at the same level as the hot leg nozzles, and the 260 °C 
return flow is directed downwards to the reactor core inlet via a 
downcomer. On its way down, the flow is accelerated, and there are 
open connections between the downcomer and the pressurizer 
providing a siphon breaker arrangement. The siphon breaker serves to 
prevent siphoning off the reactor pool water inventory in the 
hypothetical event of a cold leg pipe rupture. During normal operation, 
the siphon breaker does not affect the water circulation. At the bottom of 
the downcomer, the return flow enters the reactor co-e inlet plenums 

A one meter diameter pipe that is open to the enclosing reactor pool is 
located below the core inlet plenum A tube bundle arrangement inside 
this pipe minimizes water turbulence and mixing and ensures stable 
layering of hot reactor loop water on top of the colder reactor pool water. 
This pipe, with the bundle arrangement and the stratified water, is 
called the lower "Density Lock" and is one of the special components 
required to implement the PIUS principle. The position of the interface 
between hot and cold water is de t e rmined by temperature 
measurements, and this information is used for controlling the speed, 
and hence the flow rate, of the main coolant pomps. There is another 
"Density Lock" arrangement at a high location in the pool, connected to 
the upper riser plenum. 

This reactor configuration, with the two continuously open density 
locks connected to the high-boron-content pool water, provides the basis 
for the PIUS principle. 

During normal plant operation, this natural circulation from the pool, 
through the lower density lock, to the core, up the riser, through the 
upper density lock and back to the pool, is kept inactive by controlling 
the speed of the main coolant pumps. In case of a severe transient or an 
accident, the natural circulation flow loop is established, providing both 
reactor shutdown and continued core cooling. 

The nuclear steam supply system is enclosed in a containment 
structure, in a similar way as other LWRs, and this is in turn partly 
enclosed in a reactor building. Pools for storing spent fuel and for 
reactor internals during refuellings are arranged in the reactor 
building, on top of the reactor containment. The containment and the 
fuel pool portion of the reactor service room are designed with sufficient 
strength to provide protection against a crashing aircraft. 

Compared with existing LWR designs, a number of safety-grade 
systems have been eliminated, allowing major simplification. Thus, 
PIUS should be simpler to operate and maintain than present day LWR 
plants. It can also be noted that PIUS compares favourably against the 
top-tier requirements of the ALWR Requirements Documents developed 
by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the US. 

PIUS Safety Performance 

The main emphasis in the PIUS design development work has been to 
prevent core degradation accidents under any credible conditions, 
without recourse to the function of safety equipment needing actuation 
signal or power or to operator actions or interventions; in other words, 
in an entirely passive way. The economy and operability of the plant 
must not be sacrifized to achieve this, however. 

Essentially, PIUS is a PWR that predominantly utilizes existing LWR 
techno-logy. The major design parameters have been conservatively 
chosen: 
o Lowered core power density 
o Lowered linear heat rating 
o Negative power coefficient throughout operating cycle 
o Lowered reactor pressure and temperature as compared to present 
day PWR plants 

Departures from current LWR technology are limited to the following 
areas: 
o Thermal-hydraulic principle of reactor 
o Density locks (thermal barriers), siphon breakers, and wet 
thermal insulation 



o Prestressed Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV) 
o Long-term passive residual heat removal (RHR) system 
o Reactivity control without control rods 

The safety of PIUS depends on the laws of physics only. The self-
protective thermal-hydraulics of PIUS have been successfully 
demonstrated in normal and under severe transient conditions. The 
remaining departures from current reactor technology listed above, 
except the absence of control rods, have been either verified through 
testing or h»vr 3 sound basis in technology outside of reactor 
technology. 

The absence of control rods is actually an advantage since mechanical 
devices and interacting detector and insertion systems are eliminated. 
The risk of serious reactivity insertions due to control rod malfunctions 
is also eliminated. 

Accident analyses performed so far confirm that the PIUS safety goals 
are fulfilled. No accident sequence leading to core degradation has been 
identified. 

The safety performance of PIUS can be illustrated by its response to a 
hypothetical large LOCA, a double-ended cold leg pipe rupture at a low 
location. There will be an outflow of primary loop water through both 
the hot and cold leg pipe nozzles, a rapid inflow of borated water from 
the pool, and shutdown of the reactor. (Cf. figure 3 curves.) 

Outflowing primary loop water flashes to steam in the containment, 
and the containment atmosphere gas is compressed. PIUS has adopted 
a pressure-suppression type containment with a condensation pool in a 
wetwell. Most of the compressed gas will be displaced to the gas 
compression chamber in the wetwell via the blowdown pipes and the 
condensation pool. The steam flowing down into this pool condenses, 
and the peak pressurization of the containment will be limited by the 
heat capacity of the pool. 
The hot leg pipe outflow stops when the water level in the vessel has 
dropped below the hot leg nozzle, and pressure equilibrium between the 
containment and the reactor vessel is estabUshed. The siphon breaker 
arrangement provides "containment" pressure also on the inside of the 
cold leg nozzle, and the large outflow from the reactor system stops - all 
by itself. The core is cooled by reactor pool water in natural circulation, 
and the decay heat is absorbed in the pool. The pressure in the 
containment attains a peak of about 270 kPa after about 1 minute, and 
then decreases due to steam condensation on containment walls and 
structures. In about 2 hours it is down to slightly above atmospheric 
pressure again. 

The reactor pool is cooled by the passive sysUm arranged in four 
groups, each with a cooling tower on top of th» reactor building. 
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FIG. 3. PIUS: typical response to large LOCA (double-ended cold leg rupture). 



48 Postulating failure of one group, the reactor pool water temperature 
will be kept below boiling tempe-rature at atmospheric pressure for 
many days. 

The accident does not result in fuel damages, and the release of 
radioactive material to the containment is determined by the amount of 
such products that was present in the primary loop water prior to the 
accident. The increased iodine concentration following from spiking 
will remain in the reactor pool water since there will be no boiling. 
Hence, release to the containment will be very small, and combined 
with the moderate and short pressurization of the containment the 
release to the environment will be minimal; the whole body dose at the 
plant fence has been calculated to about 1 mrem. It may be noted that 
PIUS is designed to meet the intent of the Suggested criteria for 
assessing the safety of advanced reactor concepts, cs described in the 
USNRC Staff "Policy Issue" document SECY-88-203 on "Key Licensing 
Issues Associated With Advanced Reactor Designs", aiming at 
significant reduction of the requirements for emergency preparedness. 

In PIUS, intervention of active systems is needed to keep the reactor in 
operation, not for safety, preventing it from reverting to a state of 
shutdown and natural circulation core cooling. It is based on 
established LWR technology, and the existing regulatory framework 
should be sufficient as a basis for licensing of PIUS. From a licensing 
point of view, the PCRV and the absence of control rods represent 
important departures from current technology, but they are also, 
together with the totally passive safety systems, the key elements for the 
favourable safety performance of PIUS. 

The experiments that have been carried out, have provided adequate 
evidence of the feasibility and practical operability, but further tests are 
planned for verification of detailed design and performance of the new 
features. PIUS utilizes well established LWR fuel technology, and there 
is no need for any "nuclear" demonstration. On the other hand, the 
configuration differs, mechanically and hydraulically, markedly'from 
present-day designs, and further demonstrations are necessary. Large 
scale tests of "density locks", "siphon breaker", and "complete PIUS 
system" are planned for Buch demonstrations, providing basis for 
construction of a full size lead plant. 

Costs for construction and operation 

Cost estimates for turnkey plants, based on Swedish conditions, yielded 
a distinct cost advantage for PIUS over an ABB Atom BWR plant of 
similar size, and a cost evaluation for US circumstances, performed in 
cooperation with United Engineers and Constructors Inc of 
Philadelphia,PA gave results that were similar to the ABB Atom 
estimates. Overnight plant costs in 1989 constant dollars (Base 
Construction Costs plus Owner's Costs) for the first unit of a two unit 
plant were below 1 billion US$, and overnight costs (for the two units) 

per installed kWe were lower than US$ 1400. These costs are below the 
Cost Goal stipulated for the "Passive" plants in the EPRI Advanced 
LWR Program. 

The general ABB Atom policy and practice, tailored to the 
characteristics of PIUS, were applied to produce a consistent 
construction plan for a complete plant. This resulted in a realistic 
construction schedule of 36 months from first pouring of structural 
concrete to fuel loading, and 42 months to full power operation (trial 
run), for an Nth-of-a-kind plant. The potential for further reduction by 
means of modularization and premanufacturing is being evaluated. 

The secondary side steam data of PIUS, with lower pressure and 
temperature, implies that the thermal efficiency of the turbine will be 
somewhat lower than in other LWR plants. This yields a penalty in fuel 
cycle costs, but simplified operation and maintenance of the PIUS plant 
should fully compensate for that. 

Market Potential 

As noted above, the PIUS reactor has been designed with an objective of 
being "supersafe", and the results from analyses do indeed prove an 
exceptional safety performance. Besides, assessments of 
constructability and costs indicate competitivity with other nuclear 
power plants and alternative energy sources, and therefore PIUS 
should be a strong contender for future energy supply systems. 

The prime target for PIUS is medium-size electric power generation 
plants on a worldwide basis. The simplification in plant design and the 
anticipated simplicity in operation and maintenance of the plant, as 
well as the increased error tolerance, or forgivingness, brought by the 
inherent passive self-protective features should make PIUS particularly 
suitable for deployment in industrially less-advanced countries, where 
adverse conditions may occur. 

Another target is co-generation plants, where the recognized safety 
features can make siting closer to densely populated areas possible; not 
possible with present-day reactor designs. Heat extractions for district 
heating systems with 150 °C supply temperature have been found fully 
feasible, and advantageous. Higher heating grid temperatures are also 
possible. The rated electric power of the turbine in a cogeneration plant 
at zero heat load will be somewhat lower than for a "condensation' 
plant; decreasing linearly with heat load, eg. to about 500 MW at a heat 
load of 1,000 MW t n . {A special version of "PIUS", designated SECURE, 
is available for district heating purposes, It is designed for urban siting, 
and has a power rating of (200 -) 400 MWth) 

There is also a potential for heat supply to other applications, but this 
has not yet been studied. 
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Abstract 

The report contains the main results in improvement of technology of water-
cooled reactors that have been achieved in the USSR since the moment of pre
vious 1WG ATPWR meeting in Finland.Helsinki. June 1988. First of all, the sa
fety of operating reactor plants of WWER and RBMK type was greatly increased. 
New normative-technical documentation was revised and reissued. Introducing new 
"General statements of nuclear station safety ensurance" ( G.Tl>-80) since 
1.07.1990 is of great importance. The safety analysis showed that the available 
WWER-1000 design may be the base one for the furr her development of the advanced 
technology for WWER that meets the requirements of safety, reliability and-eco-
nomical efficiency. 

Nowadays, development of two commercial designs of WWER is being conducted: 
average power, 500-600 *ye and 1000-1300 Mwe. The latter one has two stages: 
WWER-88 C00C MWe power, in 1990 the stage of detailed project report will be 
completed) and WWER-92!1000-1300 MWe power, the concept of the design has been 
developed!. 

Besides, tfie design o f nuclear district heating plant AST-500 has been deve 
loped and its construction is under way now. The design passed an independent 
examination for safety requirements compliance. 

1. introduction 

In the USSR nuclear power industry for the nearest two decades will be based 
mainly on application of reactor plants of water-water type of WWER series. As of 
01.01.90 seventeen power units with WWEfi-1000 are in operation, and about 15 pewer 
units are at various construction stages. 

The operating power units with WWER-1000 reactors were designed, built 
and operate according to the normative-technical documentation valid in the USSR. 
In other words, during operation of these power units the needed safety level is 
secured both under normal operation conditions and accident situations considered 
in the design. 

Nevertheless, at present a wide set of measures is being conducted to increase 
the safety of operating NPPs with WWER-1000 reactors and new designs of advanced 
reactor plants of such capacity with indices WWER-88 and WWER-92 are being curren
tly developed. 

These two designs are the further stages of evolutionary development of reac
tor plants of WWER series and differ from each other by the noveltydegren in the 
following way: in WWER-88 design the main equipment is used that have been already 
created and is being currently used, layout decisions verified by practice are 
employed; WWER-92 design is a new design with advanced main equipment, partial Iy 
revised safety concept and improved economical indicators of power unit. 

WWEK-88 design 

Fig.i gives a schematic diagram of WWER-88 design. Let us dwell on some new 
subsystems. 

While studying severe accidents as applied to WWER reactors it was established 
that the accident of NPP blackout may greatly contribute to the probability of core 
meltdo*.t. 

In VWFR-88 design a new system involving an air heat exchanger installed out
side the station containment is used as a passive system for afterheat removal. 
The heat exchanger is connected to the steam generators as to steam and water so 
that steam from the steam generators goes upwards and condenses in the heat exchan
ger and condensate returns into steam generators water space. In the case of 
station blackout including loss of emergency power supply afterheat removal without 
destruction of the reactor core and primary coolant pressure boundary is ensured. 
This passive system for afterheat removal provides for reliable core cooling for 
as long as needed under conditions when feedwater supply into steam generators is 
completely absent due to station blackout. 
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of W W E R - 8 8 safety systems. 

This system may also facilitate the scenario of some other accidents. For 
example, at small leak, of the primary circuit accompanied by failure of normal 
and emergency power supply ( S-B scenario ) this system may ensure the use 
of hydraulic accumulators water and postpone the start moment of core uncove
ring. The calculation results of primary coolant leak with diameter of 25 mm 
with simultaneous blackout of the station show that under these conditions the 
rate of primary coolant loss is significantly slowed down. Hereat, the period 
during which an operator may take successful measures to prevent severe damages 
of the core is increased to a great extent ( for several hours). 

Other type of beyond-design conditions that make a remarkable contribution 
into anticipated frequency of events with core melting are conditions with fail
ure of reactor emergency protection ( ATMS scenario ).Existing emergency systems 
for reactor heat removal have limited capacity ( as a rule on the level of afte-
neat). Therefore, these systems are not capable to remove heat from the reactor 
under ATMS conditions when reactor power decreases only at the expense of 
feedbacks at parameters so much differing from the operating ones that this 
may jeopardize the reactor safety. 

In WWER-88 design a system is provided for boron quick injection into the 
primary coolant intended for the reactor shutdown in the case of failure of con
ventional emergency protection of the reactor ( solid absorbents ). The sys
tem is a tank with store of boron solution of high concentration mounted on RCP 
head section. At normal operation of the reactor the tank is disconnected from 
the loop. In the case of an event happened requiring the emergency shutdown of 
the reactor and the system of solid absorbent's did not fulfil this function then 
the tank is connected to the loop. Hereat, boron solution enters the primary 
circuit. 

Amount of boron solution in this system was selected in such a way that 
in case of the necessity both deep initial subcriticality of the reactor and 
keeping subcriticahty at significant cooling down of the primary circuit 
would be ensured. Therewith, proper functioning of the system is ensured also 
in the case of loss of power supply of reactor coolant pumps at any moment of 
emergency process. During safety analysis of the advanced reactor in WWER-88 
design were considered all design events that require the reactor scram assum
ing failure of solid absorbent system. High efficiency of this safety system 
was proved. 

WWER-88 design contains also a series of significant technical improvements. 
So, a system for power unit control involves a subsystem for controlling safety 
channel elements-readiness with generation of a signal of channel readiness 



to the N i n control room that allows to reveal in proper time failures in safe
ty systems and to wake the necessary decisions. 

A complex of diagnostics and control systems of the M i n equipment makes 
possible to prevent severe accidents on this reactor plant. The diagnostics 
system performs the following Main functions: inspection of the reactor ves
sel, the stew generator, the pressurizer, the valves and the pipelines reveal
ing initiation and development of flaws in equipment material ."detection of 
leaks, objects freely moving in the circuit; audible inspection of the inter
nals and reactor coolant pumps. 

A system was used for pressure release and filtration of the emergency 
emissions from the containment that may occur at beyond-design accidents . 
The system involves a filter, pipelines, membrane and valves. Medium discharge 
begins when containment pressure exceeds 0,5 HPa. Sorbent named "thermoxide" 
developed it the USSR was used as a filtering material. This sorbent has succes
sfully passed the test by the program of international tests for proving stands 
in Hanford (USA). Karlsruhe (FRG) and "Simens" stands (FRG). 

UWER-92 design /«,S/ 
Further improvement of safety and reliability in WWER-9? design is planned 

to be obtained at the expense of the following factors: 
- application of passive safety systems and employment of normal operation 

systems to provide for a back-up for safety functions; 
- fabrication of reactor vessel without the weld in the core area; 
- creating an additional safety barrier at the expense of use of dOi.j:« 

containment being calculated for airplane crash; 
- optimization of coefficients of reactivity and avoiding power excursion at 

emergency exceeding pure water level; 
- significant improvement of workmanship and reliability of auxiliary 

equipment and safety devices; 
- perfection of systems and equipment with the aim to reduce the number of 

points of inspection, interlockings and, therefore, the extent of communication 
line; 

- decrease of personnel dose loads to 100 m a " l m . and also by means of 
year 

a series of other measures. 
The specified measures are aimed at decrease of calculated values of proba

bil i t ies of accidents with the core damage and emergency discharge of radioactive 
substances with the rise of normative levels, respectively, to 10 and 10 

51 I/reactor-year. 

An improvement of economical indicators is expected to be achieved at the 
expense of : reduction of pipeline specific quantity of metal; Increase of live 
steam pressure to 7-7,5 MPa; 10-15 1 reduction of valves number on perfection 
of systems, application of monolithic reinforced concrete; perfection of person
nel functional duties, application of small-size ventilation equipment; 
15-201 reduction of cable consumption;decrease of personnel number of the station 
at increase of overhaul period; improvement of workmanship, increase of main equip
ment service l i fe to 50-60 years;increase of fuel burnup fraction to «5-50HWday/t; 
decrease of design activity of the primary coolant. 

Fig.2 presents a passive system for the core emergency cooling envisaged for 
WWER-92 design. 

HT - htdrouwu RCP - reactor coolant pump PRS - prtanir* rales* eyiUB 
AKT - additional aydrotaslu LPT - low pressure tank rCPT - fuel coolimj pool tank 
PHRS - passive heat removal fratts> Pr - praruriur SG - itsam fSBtrster 

FIG. 2. Passive cooling systems of the WWER-92 reactor core. 



The system involves two stages of hydrotanks and water-steam, air heat 
exchangers or heat exchanger of other type. 

The system is intended for emergency cooling and removal of reactor after-
heats under accidents with loss of active cooling down systems. Passive nature 
of system operation allows to use the system at complete loss of all power sup
ply sources. 

The main conditions of system operation are as follows: 
a) long-term loss of all power supply sources including diesel-generators 

when the main process circuits are kept tight. 
Heat removal from the reactor core under these conditions is executed at 

the expense of two circuits and natural circulation: 
- water-water circulation of the primary coolant carried out at the expense 

of difference in height between the core and heat transfer surface of steam 
generators; 

- coolant steam-water circulation in the heat exchanger with condensate 
drainage into the boiler water space; 

b) long-term absense of all power sources including diesel-generators with 
loss of sealing of the primary circuit up to the break of the main coolant 
pipeline. 

On the onset of tne emergency conditions with the primary leak, for example, 
a leak from the main coolant circuit { MCC) "cold" leg of one of the loops, 
a sharp decrease of reactor vessel pressure and its dynamic dewatering occur; 
hydroaccumulators of the first stage operate that have characteristics close to 
those available for UWER-ICJO. After emptying hydroaccumulators of the first 
stage primary pressure decreases to the value of 0,1-0,15 MPa and hydroaccumu
lators of the second stage begin to operate. This hydroaccumulators~continue to 
make-up the reactor for a long time compensating coolant evaporation that takes 
place at the expense of the reactor afterheat and cooling down of metal of the 
equipment and pipelines of the reactor plant. 

Hater store in the second stage hydroaccumulators was calculated for long-
term make-up of the reactor. To provide the optimum utilization of water store 
of the second stage hydroaccumulators their hydraulic connection with the reac
tor is regulated at the expense of rigid constrictor and the required correction 
of filling-in rate may be reached by passive way, for example, at the expense of 
water discharge through the vertical perforated tube installed inside of the 
tank of the second stage hydrotank. Selection of cross-sections over the drain 
pipe height ensures the required correction of drain rate. 

During the drainage of the second stage hydrotank each of steam generators 
is cooled down on the secondary side at the expense of passive heat removal 
system from the steam generators (PHRS). Performance data of PHRS heat exchangers 
such as heat exchange surface, heat transfer coefficient and other should be 
chosen in such a way that steam generators cooling down at the expense of PHRS 
may be performed to the level close to barometric pressure on the secondary 
side, i.e. to temperature of the order of 100-110"C at the highest values of 
ambient air temperature (about 40-45°C). 

When water store of the second stage hydroaccumulators is exhausted reactor 
make-up from the low pressure tanks or tuel cooling pool is possible. 

WWER-500-600 MWe. /6/ 

A problem was put for the given design to ensure safety of population 
and environment by passive means during normal operation and in case of acci
dents , probability thereof is evaluated as 10" I/year. 

Unallowable radiative effect on the population and environment is presumed 
to be practically excepted using multilevel principle of protective systems 
and devices. 

1st level. Absente of damages is provided by passive systems,in the limit -
melting of the reactor core under postulated set of initial events, including 
even such random accidents as long-term loss of station and off-site power, 
coinciding with leakage in the primary circuit. 

2nd level. Inspite of all the accepted measures on prevention from the 
core melting it is considered that this ovent had nevertheless been completed 
and is provided a set of hardware for confinement of the melted core within the 
limits of the reactor vessel. 

3d level. The melt is considered to be left beyo-.d the limits of the reac
tor vessel and there are provided facilities for its infinitely long confinement 
within the limits of the containment. 

For each level the fulfilment of specified criteria on fuel state is sub
stantiated in the design, however , at further levels a disturbance of the cri
terion of preceding level is postulated. 

Power unit, schematic diagram of which is illustrated in Fig.3, is an 
example of technical realization of the stated problems. 

NPP reactor compartment consisting of the reactor 1, steam generators 2, 
reactor coolant pumps 3, main coolant pipelines 4 has a double containment. 



1 - Reactor 8 - ECCS lo» pressure tank 
2 - Steam generator 9 - Pressuriier 
3 - Reactor coolant pump 10 - Safety valve 
4 - Main coolant pipeline 11 - Pressure releasing valve 
5 - Protective envelope 12 - Bubbling tank 
6 - Pressure-tight envelope 13 - Feedvater store tank 
7 - ECCS high pressure tank 14 - Heat exchanger 

53 FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of WWER-500/600 MW(e) safety systems. 

Outer reinforced concrete enve'ip*- 5 performs functions of protection against 
external effects and forms a channel for heat dumping fro", the pressurized 
space into the atmosphere. Inner steel pressurized envelope 6 performs functions 
of localization of radioactive substances releasing during the accidents, and 
the functions of heat removal from the pressurized space. 

Within the limits of the steel pressurized envelope there are the systems 
being under the primary pressure, safety systems and refuelling systems. NPP 
safety-related systems are located within the limits of the reinforced concrete 
envelope. 

Four ECCS hydrotanks 7 being at pressure of 6,0 MPa are connected to the 
reactor through individual nozzles. These hydrotanks are well-developed in NPP 
designs with UWER-440 and WWER-tOOO. In addition, ECCS contains the tank with 
a large store of cooling water located above the level of the reactor outlet 
nozzles. Water store and the tank backwater provide for residua) heat removal 
in the emergency situations at pressure decrease in the reactor. Under normal 
operation conditions the ECCS tanks are isolated from the reactor by check 
valves. 

The reactor is located inside the containment in such a way that the level 
of coolant outflowing from the primary circuit during accidents is above the 
level of the reactor input nozzles. 

Under blackout conditions as well as at the accidents of steamlines and 
feed pipelines , heat removal from the steam generators is carried out via 
auxiliary circuit, consisting of the feedwater storage tank 13 and surface 
heat exchanger 14, immersed into a special heat-accumulating tank located around 
the containment. The capacity of auxiliary circuit assures residual heat removal 
via each s.eam generator. 

Removal of large amount of heat releasing in the core at the initial period 
of accident is carried out by water heating and evaporation beyond the external 
surface of the internal envelope. Furtheron,cooling down is performed by air. 

With the purpose of organization of natural circulation through the core 
after the reactor plant flooding by ECCS water with heat transfer through the 
pressure containment, on the main coolant circuit are installed the valves that 
open by the factor of water presence in the reactor pit. 

The given valves are the passive facilities blocked by pressure from the 
primary circuit under the normal operation conditions but at the emergency 
pressure decrease these valves open and are fixed in position "open". 

Emergency deviation of parameters characterizing the safe state of the re
actor plant should cause step-by-step operation of facilities which provide » 



change-over of the reactor plant to the safe state characterized by low energy 

potentials, at this state heat removal from the pressurized space is performed 

only at the expense of the natural processes of heat exchange between the sur

face of the externa] envelope and environment. Step-by-step operation of safety 

facilities should occur without personnel action. The process of the emergency 

change-over of the reactor plant into the safe state should he performed irres

pective of the availability of alternate current power sources. 

AST-SOO design,/7/ 

Specific character of AST siting required additional safety-related requi

rements reflected in national regulations. They involve requirements for pre

vention against fuel element melting in case of loss-of-sealing of any vessel 

of the reactor plant, for regarding for e»ternal effects such as airplane 

crash and shock wave; requirements for radiation exposure were made more strict. 

The safety analysis of AST-ЬОО plant confirms meeting the safety require

ments with engineered and economically substantiated margins; the requirements 

for prevention of core destruction are also included. This relates to the full 

extent to AST being under construction. 

Hereat, safety-related investigations have been pe^'ormed also for beyond-

design accidents with a great number of additional failures as well as for 
emergency situations and accidents with probability of origination of less 

-8 -10 

than 10 - 10 . For promising plants are found out possibilities to inten

sify features of "forgiving" reactor. 

High level of AST RP safety is based cn the following technical decisions: 

- use of such inherently safe properties of the reactor as self—restrict

ion of reactor power, reactor self-suppression at power and temperature rise, 

self-cooling; 

- employment of passive safety systems; 

- localization of radioactive products in the restricted volumes of vessels 

and a system of barriers along the way of radioactivity spread into the envi

ronment and heat-supply system; 

- application of controlling devices to actuate the safety systems that 

actuate directly due to physical parameters and independent upon systems of 

automatics, power supply and personnel actions; 

- layout of equipment of radioactive circuits in the common reactor vessel; 

- availability of the second strength vessel wherein the reactor with the 

main equipment is encased; 

- reactor natural circulation of all types of conditions; 

- low values of accepted parameters ( core power density, high sluggishness 

of transient processes), 

- improved protection of the reactor plant against external dynamic pro • 

cesses. 

Decisions used provide for high resistance to personnel's wrong actions, 

common cause failures (fires and etc). 

With this, AST is an ecologically clean energy source because it does not 

produce great heat dumps, does not consume water and oxygen, does not release 

detrimental substances. AST has an advantage as to economic values over the 

sources of energy that burn organic fuel. AST RP refers to a new generation 

of nuclear power plants that have higher safety level permitting to site AST 

in closr vicinity to housing development estates without any hazard for citizens 

and without the necessity for citizens to be evacuated even in the case of 

severe accident inside the plant. 
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REORGANISATION OF THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY 
Until recently the Electrical Generation Industry in the 
United Kingdom has been publically owned. The CEGB, one of 
the worlds largest utilities, looked after supply in England 
and Wales. In Scotland there were two companies, the South of 
Scotland Electricity Board and the North of Scotland Hydro-
Electric Board. As part of Government policy it has been 
decided that the bulk of the electrical supply industry should 
be taken out of public ownership and passed to private share
holders. As a preparation for this, the industry has been 
divided up into smaller units to provide internal competition. 
In England and Wales the CEGB has been divided into two 
generating companies, twelve area distribution companies, and 
a company set up to run ihe national grid system. 

These companies came into operation on 1 April 1990 but are 
not yet privatised. During preparation for the privatisation 
process, and taking advice from the financial institutions of 
the city of London, it was decided to remove the nuclear 
component from the privatisation exercise. The basic reasons 
for this were a requirement by the city for repayment of 
capital over a ten year period and for excessive allowance for 
the uncertain requirements of decommissioning. The Government 
have therefore set up two new state owned nuclear electricity 
supply companies, Scottish Nuclear for Scotland, and Nuclear 
Electric for England and Wales. These two companies are 
charged with the operation of the existing Gas-cooled Nuclear 
Reactors. 

Nuclear Electric is currently constructing a four-loop PWR, 
Sizewell 'B', which is based on Westinghouse SNUPPS 
technology. It had been planned that this would be the first 
of a series of four similar reactors, but as part of the 
arrangements for the new nuclear oompanies, the Government 
announced that only Sizewell 'B' would be completed and that 
Nuclear Electric should carry out a review to determine the 
best option for its next nuclear plants. The Government 

requires a recommendation to be made in 1994. Further details 
of this process are given in the last section of this paper. 
At the same time, the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority 
(UKAEA) has been completely restructured and now trades under 
the name AEA Technology. Nine businesses have been set up 
within AEA Technology to cover its diverse interests. The 
business of most interest to this meeting is AEA Thermal 
Reactor Services (TRS). These businesses operate in many ways 
as commercial companies obtaining work under contract from 
Government departments, utilities and other organisations. 
The considerable expertise of TRS in all areas of reactor 
technology is available to the worldwide nuclear industry. 

British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) operate the earliest of the 
British Magnox reactors at Calder Hall and Chapel Cross. 
These reactors have recc tly been granted a lifetime extension 
by the licensing authority. However, BNFL is also reviewing 
its options for the future and is looking at advanced light 
water reactor for electricity production. 
SIZEWELL B 
The decision to build Sizewell B was taken in 1979 when it was 
judged that the Westinghouse four-loop NSSS of 3,425 MWth was 
judged to be the most appropriate sized unit. One of the 
SNUPPS plants, Callaway, was chosen as the reference decign. 
This basic design was modified through a controlled process to 
ensure that the principle British requirements would be met, 
namely: 

UK safety requirements; 
UK grid conditions; 
UK standards and practice. 

Sizewell B w?s one of the first reactors to be ordered after 
the Three Mile island accident and can be properly categorised 
as an evolutionary design of its time. The principle require
ment was to build upon the proven PWR technology to provide 
the UK with nuclear generating plants and to take advantage of 
the design, construction and operating experience available 
from the large family of similar plants operating throug'.out 
the world. 

After an extensive design phase, a detailed pre-construction 
safety case was prepared and a lengthy public enquiry 
completed. The following programme has been established. 



CC - Nil pre-construction site license issued, 4 June 1987. 
Prelimina.-y works start, 25 June 1987. 
First permanent structural concrete, 31 August 1988. 

Start to load fuel, 29 November 1993. 
Commercial operation, 30 May 1994. 

Some of the more significant modifications that have been 
introduced compared with the SNUPPS plant are as follows: 
• Extensive use of large ring forg.ngs to limit 

longitudinal welds. 
• Diverse reactor protection systems, the primary system 

being computer based. 
• Introduction of an emergency boration system capable of 

shutting the reactor down in the event of failure to trip 
on demand. 

• A diverge heat rejection route using air-cooled heat 
exchangers. 

• An emergency charging system using diverse steam turbine 
driven pumps injecting borated water via the reactor 
coolant pump seals. 

• A four train emergency core cooling system including four 
safety grade diesel generators. 

Construction of Sizewell B is now proceeding. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SAFE INTEGRAL REACTOR (SIR) 
In the United Kingdom reorganisation of the nuclear supply 
industry has presented an opportunity to consider radically 
different reactor designs. There has been a worldwide 
interest in smaller reactors, simplified reactors and reactors 
with inherent or passive safety features and this led to a 
revival of interest in integral reactor designs. In the 
United Kingdom there was extensive study of such designs for 
marine propulsion in the mid-1960s. 

Very similar ideas were being worked on independently by AEA 
Technology, Rolls Royce and Associates (RRA), and Combustion 
Engineering in the USA. In 1988 these three partners were 
joined by Stone and Webster to provide the architect 
engineering function and this partnership is proceeding 
vigorously with the development of SIR. 
The design criteria for the development of SIR have been: 
• Integral reactor concept to eliminate large bore primary 

circuit piping. 
• No new materials. 

• Use oi standard fuel. 
• Use of proven technology. 
• Maximum use of inherent and passive safety features. 
• No soluble boron. 

The general arrangement of the reactor vessel is shown in 
Figure 1. The reactor core is a standard type of Combustion 
Engineering core but with control rods in each fuel element. 
Core rating is about half that of large PWRs to give added 
safety margins. 
There are twelve internal steam generators. These are once-
through units with straight tubes and with the secondary water 
inside the tubes. This means that there are no crevices for 
the accumulation of corrosive deposits and the tubes are in 
compression rather than tension to reduce the possibility for 
stress corrosion cracking. All tubes can be inspected, and if 
necessary plugged, without removing the unit from the reactor 
vessel. If jteam generator replacement were necessary, it is 
estimated that this operation would add only seven days to a 
refuelling outage. Above the steam generators are six axial 
flow pumps which are designed without seals to simplify 
support systems and minimise primary leakage. Adequate over
pressure, to prevent pump cavitation, is provided by the 
pressuriser system. Figure 2 shows the primary circuit flow 
path through the core pumps and heat exchangers. 

The integral pressuriser which controls primary circuit 
pressure is sited in the vessel closure head above the primary 
circuit components. Compared with dispersed PWR plants, its 
volume is large giving a very slow pressure response to 



FIG. 1. Internal reactor pressure vessel 
components: 1. reader core; 2. steam 
generators; 3. reactor coolant pumps; 

57 4. pressuriser; 5 control rods. FIG. 2. Primary circuit flow diagram. 

transient changes. There are no external spray and surge 
lines thereby minimising the poten .ial for primary coolant 
leakage. Spray and surge behaviour is induced entirely by 
primary circuit volume changes and is therefore passive in 
operation. 

Figure 3 shows a cut away view of a single module reactor 
plant. The reactor core is situated below ground tr enhance 
its protection against missile and siesmic events. It is 
flanked either side by four pressure suppression tanks which 
are linked by ducts to the space directly around the reactor 
vessel. This space, the ducts, and the eight suppression 
tanks form the dispersed containment system. Like the rest of 
the plant the containment system is built up of factory made 
components and is well suited to a plant where there can be no 
very rapid release of stored energy in the reactor vessel due 
to the absence of large primary water pipes. 

Figure 4 gives a diagram of the decay heat and emergency 
injection systems. This diagram shows that there is diversity 
in the provision of systems for inventory maintenance and for 
decay heat removal. In the event of an emergency, passive 
systems are provided to provide a minimum of 72 hours heat 
removal without operator intervention. 

The elimination of soluble boron guarantees a positive 
temperature coefficient at all times and this ensures reactor 
shutdown in all overheating events. Decay heat is adequate to 
ensure that shutdown is maintained for at least 72 hours. 
Within the reactor vessel heat is removed from the core by 
natural convection to -he heat exchangers. Four of these can 
be connected to a natural circulation condensing system where 
heat is removed by boiling in the steam generators and 
condensation in a condenser situated in a large tank with a 
72 hour cooling capacity. The passive makeup system is 
through an injector driven by primary steam taken from the top 
of the primary vessel. There is thus a passive system to 
cover all the essential functions in the event of an emergency 
ana safety grade AC supplies are not necessary. 

There are a number of issues which offset the economies of 
scale which favour larger plants, these are: 

• A simpler plant. 

• Short (3 year) construction time, giving reduced interest 
during construction. 
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• Extensive modularisation of components and factory 
fabrication. 

• Better matching of capital requirements to demand growth 
than can be obtained with larger plants. 

The current plan is that the SIR design should be licensed in 
the United Kingdom and in the United States and that the first 
plant will be operating before the turn of the Century at AEA 
Technology's Winfrith Heath Establishment. 

FUTURE REACTOR ORDERING POLICY 
As has already been said, Nuclear Electric is embarXing on a 
review of reactor systems which could be ordered from 1994 
onwards. There are three main components to the review. 
Firstly, the possibility of repeating the Sizewell 'B' design 
is not discounted. Work had already been done on Hinkley 'C. 
This could be continued but with a single turbine instead of 
the two at Sizewell 'B'. 

Secondly, the new evolutionary large PWRs are being looked at. 
The designs specifically in the review are the Framatome N4 
design taxing Chooz as the reference, the ABB-CE System 80+ 
and the Westinghouse/Mitsubishi ATR but without spectral 
shift. 
Thirdly, small passive advanced PWR designs are included. The 
two in the review are SIR and AP-600. 
Nuclear Electric propose to have an intermediate review at the 
end of 1991 to narrow the field for the second half of the 
review period. 
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Abstract 

A national program is underway to ensure the availability and future 
viability of the Light Water Reactor (LWR) in the United States. Using 
utility requirements derived from experience with over 100 operating U.S. 
LWRs, new LWR designs are being developed with improved safety, 
reliability, maintainability, and compatibility with the environment. A 
large size LWR standardized plant is to be certified by the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission by 1991, and one or more mid-size passive plants by 
1995. Supporting programs for improving plant construction and providing 
protection from severe accidents are also being conducted. Finally, a 
national effort is underway to extend the operating lives of existing LWRs, 
thereby providing a substantial ccntribution to the Nation's electric 
needs. 

INTRODUCTION 
The economic and national security of the United States (US) requires 

a diversified energy supply base built primarily upon adequate, domestic 
resources which are relatively free from international pressures. Nuclear 
energy is a vital component of this supply and is essential to meet current 
and future national energy demands. It is a safe, economically 
competitive, and environmentally acceptable option that continues to 
contribute to our Nation's energy stability, security, and strength. 

The light water reactor has been a major and successful contributor to 
the electrical generating needs of many nations throughout the world. It 
is being counted upon in the United States as the key to revitalization of 
the nuclear energy option in the 1990's. 

In recent years, the Department of Energy (DOE) joined with the 
industry to ensure the availability and future viability of the light water 
reactor option. This national program has the participation of the 

Nation's utility industry, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPR1), 
and several of the major reactor manufacturers and architect-engineers. 
The major objectives of these coordinated activities are to: 
o formulate requirements which must be net by future light water reactor 

designs; 
o resolve, through Interaction with the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

(NRC), major open Issues applicable to the safety of future US nuclear 
units; 

o demonstrate an Improved regulatory process by certification of 
standardized advanced light water reactors by 1991; 

o design, develop, and certify standardized and simplified advanced light 
water reactors with passive safety features by 1995; and, 

o ensure that the national resource of more than 100 operating light 
water reactors is not prematurely lost due to arbitrary licensing 
periods. 

ADVANCED LIGHT WATER REACTOR (ALWR) PROGRAM 
This program develops and obtains certification by the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission (NRC) of improved versions of light water reactor 
technology suitable for deployment in the years ahead. The ALWR Program 
comprises major segments managed by EPR1 and DOE. The EPR1 work has a very 
strong utility orientation, with policy and technical guidance provided by 
a Utility Steering Committee of senior, experienced nuclear utility 
executives. The ALWR Program is growing in national and international 
prominence, and now involves participation on the part of segments of the 
Far East and European nuclear industry. 

Three fundamental standards must be met before the advanced light 
water reactor can be considered a viable candidate for U.S. utility 
investment. First, it must be an excellent powerplant 1n all respects. 
This includes safety, foremost, but must also embrace all of the criteria 
by which real powerplants are measured, including reliability, 
maintainability, and compatibility with the environment. Secondly, it must 
be economically attractive in comparison to its alternative fossil-fired 
units. Finally, and of particular importance for nuclear plants, the 
advanced light water reactor must provide very high protection of utility 
investment, in terms of predictable construction costs and schedule, 
assured licensability, predictable operating and maintenance costs, and 
very low risk of severe accidents. In short, the investor must have 
extremely high confidence that the high capital cost of a nuclear plant is 
warranted. 

To achieve these basic acceptance criteria 1n the ALWR, the Utility 
Steering Committee adopted several important design principles which have 
guided the work since its outset. These are: 
o S ilification • the ALWR is to be substantially simplified compared to 

e* .ting plants 



(0 o Margin - the ALWR is to be a rugged, forgiving design 
o Proven technology - the ALWR will apply the best experience of existing 

plants 
o Human factors - the ALWR design will be sharply focused on the man-

machine interface, serving the needs of the operators responsible for 
its safe, efficient performance 

The main ALWR task areas are: 
o definition of the technical requirements for advanced light water 

reactors; 
o demonstration of the efficacy of the standard plant licensing process 

by certification of one or more large (1250-1350 MWe) evolutionary 
advanced light water reactor standard plant designs; and, 

o development and certification of greatly simplified mid-sized (about 
600 MWe} light water reactors that employ predominantly passive safety 
features and modular construction. 
ALWR Requirements Document 
This task involves the generation of detailed requirements for future 

LWRs. There are over 100 operating nuclear plants in the United States. 
These plants constitute an extraordinary experience base from which 
compelling conclusions can be drawn regarding both desirable and 
undesirable design features. Notwithstanding plant-to-plant variations, 
the overall performance of U.S. nuclear plants has been good. Specific 
regulatory guidelines, plant operator training methods, and specific 
hardware designs have evolved based on these existing reactor systems. For 
all these reasons, a logical and high-success approach for the ALWR program 
is to examine carefully this existing technical basis and to develop an 
ALWR design which is an evolutionary improvement or refinement of the 
existing design base. Industry appropriately has had the lead in this 
effort. 

The Electric Power Research Institute's efforts pursue this coursp in 
developing a set of specific and detailed design requirements for an 
evolutionary ALWR, for both BWR and PWR designs. In each case, the design 
concepts, systems, and hardware specified are conventional in nature, but 
they employ the ALWR principles outlined above. For example, a PWR 
designed to the standards established for the evolutionary ALWR would 
utilize a conventionally configured reactor coolant system, but with 
substantially improved reactor coolant pump seal design, steam generators 
having greater secondary side-water inventory, and a pressurizer designed 
to accommodate a full post-scram pressure and temperature transient without 
requiring pilot-operated relief valve actuation. The BWR version of the 
evolutionary ALWR would employ internal recirculation pumps and improved 
control rod drive design. Work has also begun at EPR1 on developing 
utility requirements for the more passive ALWR mid-size plant designs 
described below. 

Large Plant Certification 
This task of the ALWR program includes support for demonstration of 

the improved licensing process needed for all advanced reactors by 
certification by the NRC of one or more large (1,250 to 1,350 MWe) standard 
plant designs. Reactors being reviewed by the NRC include the General 
Electric (GE) advanced boiling water reactor design, developed in 
collaboration with the Japanese, and the Combustion Engineering (CE) 
"System 80+" advanced pressurized water reactor design. 

The GE ABWR incorporates significant improvements and simplifications 
to enhance safety and operating reliability. For example, the use of 
internal recirculation pumps eliminates the recirculation piping external 
to the reactor and provides increased access and reduced radiation exposure 
for maintenance in this area. The new, fine-motion control rod drive 
mechanisms, the improved containment and reactor building design, three 
independent Emergency Core Cooling divisions, and use of digital/solid 
state control are additional examples of features where reliability has 
been improved, and at the same time, the overall design has been simplified 
and provided with increased operating margin and flexibility. The 
vulnerability to core melt accidents has also been reduced by a factor of 
ten compared to the average of current plants. 

General Electric has submitted its Standard Safety Analysis Report to 
NRC. Assuming favorable review results, we anticipate Final Design 
Approval in 1990, and Design Certification in 1991. In parallel with the«e 
activities, the design also is being licensed in Japan, where two units 
already have been ordered. A 4-year construction schedule has been 
established which is significantly better than recently completed U.S. 
plants. 

The CE System 80-t design is based on the current System 80 design that 
already has a Final Design Approval from NRC. Using System 80 as a 
starting point, the System 80+ incorporates modifications to conform to the 
ALWR Utility Requirements Document and the NRC severe accident policy. As 
a result, System 80+ will include significant design improvements to 
enhance safety and overall plant performance, simplify the design, and 
reduce cost. Improvements which increase the operating margin, such as 
increased core operating margin, larger pressurizer volume, increased steam 
generator secondary volume and improved steam generator tube material are 
included. 

As of mid-1989, CE had submitted about 50 percent of its safety 
analysis reports to the NRC. The CE submittals and NRC review have been on 
a roughly parallel schedule to that for the GE ABWR. However, the 
scheduled certification date of 1991 has been delayed because of a decision 
by NRC to require applicants for standardized plants to include the Balance 
of Plant in their safety review. 

Mid-size Passive Plant Program 
In this task area, design, development, and certification activities 

are being supported for mid-size (600 MWe) plant concepts incorporating 
more passive safety features. These plants offer the opportunity to 
incorporate further, highly desirable changes to light water reactors. 



Designs are being developed which will not only build on the extensive 
experience base from the last three decades of light water reactor 
operation, but will also take advantage of potential simplifications and 
innovations in design and construction that are unique to the lower power 
rating. 

The incentives for developing this advanced design plant concept are 
substantial: 
o The passive plant protection systems envisioned are much simpler in 

concept than the complex safety systems utilized in existing plants. 
Therefore, the passive plant offers far greater opportunity than the 
evolutionary p 1ant to effect wholesale simplification (in the form of 
reduction of many valves, pumps, takes, instruments, etc.) with 
attendant improvement in construction cost and schedule, plant 
operability, and maintainability. 

o By eliminating reliance on active components and human intervention, 
the mid-size plant has the potential to offer greater safety under a 
wider range of upset conditions and internal and external plant threats 
such as loss of all electrical power. 

o This design may be more easily licensable than existing plants because 
of the simple straightforwardness of safety-related equipment. 

o The lower power rating may more closely match the load-growth 
requirements of many utilities. 

Recognizing these potential benefits, a program was initiated in 
1986 for the conceptual design development and key features testing of 
two 600 HWe plant designs - the GE simplified boiling water reactor 
plant, and the Westinghouse AP600 pressurized water reactor plant. The 
work accomplished to date has clearly demonstrated the advantages of 
these concepts, and the desirability of proceeding with certification 
of standardized mid-size plants designs. 

The GE simplified boiling water reactor design features a natural 
circulation reactor. A gravity driven core cooling system, working in 
combination with an elevated pressure suppression pool and reactor 
depressurization valves, provides abundant cooling of the reactor, 
basically by passive means, in the event of a large loss-of-coolant 
accident. The isolation condenser facilitates reactor decay heat 
removal by natural circulation without use of the feed or steam 
systems. A passive steam injector system provides high pressure feed 
to the reactor to back up the normal feedwater system. Verification 
testing of these key features is in progress. Plant arrangement and 
construction studies have also been performed to simplify and improve 
the constructibility of the plant. 

The AP600 design employs significant simplifications and 
innovations in design, construction, and operation facilitated by the 
lower power rating. This concept features the application of canned 
motor reactor coolant pumps to improve reliability and maintainability, 
elimination of reactor vessel bottom head penetrations, a passive 

containment heat removal system, and extensive use of prefabrication 
and modularization to improve constructibility. 

The AP600 design has proceeded to the point where a detailed cost 
estimate and construction schedule have been made. The results show a 
cost, based on the detailed construction plan, of $1270/kilowatt for 
"overnight" construction, and a construction schedule of 36 months. 
These results compare very favorably to cost estimates of other 
advanced coal and nuclear plant systems. 

We are now proceeding with the next phase of the mid-size plant 
development program--the detailed design and certification for these 
plants. A Request for Proposals for ttis phase of the program was 
Issued in January 1989 and proposals w.re received in early May. Work 
was initiated under the Westinghouse and General Electric contracts 
resulting from this solicitation in February and April 1990, 
respectively. 

The federal government cost-share for this phase will be limited 
to 50 percent or $50 million, whichever is the lower, for each plant 
design supported. For continued development of a pressurized water 
reactor and boiling water reactor, the total additional Government cost 
for the mid-size passive plant program is expected to be $20 
million/year over approximately a 5-year period. The coordinated 
DOE/induUry program on these mid-sized plants should result in 
availability of certified mid-size plant designs by 1995. 

SUPPORTING PROGRAMS 
Of direct benefit to both the large and mid-size plant activities, 

Duke Power Company and Stone & Webster Engineering Company have been 
performing studies to improve plant construction. Drawing on the 
experience of utilities, reactor suppliers, architect-engineers, and 
constructors, these studies have investigated all important aspects of 
construction--such as construction technology, management, and design 
for construction--to develop a compendium of good construction and 
design practices that should significantly improve construction 
quality, duration, and cost. 

The Department, through its Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, 
has been supporting both the Utility Requirements Document activity and 
the Certification programs in the area of severe accidents. This has 
included recommendations on design approaches to eliminate or reduce 
severe accident vulnerabilities as well as the development of 
improvements in analysis tools to allow more realistic assessments of 
these designs for postulated severe accidents. This severe accident 
activity also provides support to ALWR program participants in their 
interactions with NRC. 

Finally, the 100-plus light water reactor powerplants now in 
commercial operation in the United States are a large untapped resource 
of future energy when one considers that their current license life of 
40 years is not based on technical restrictions. An additional 20 
years of operating life, representing nearly 96,000 megawatts of 



52 capacity, is potentially available and can directly offset some of the 
need for new or replacement generating units. In order to preserve 
this resource, the criteria and technical bases for replacement, 
refurblshaent, or continued use of components and systems, are needed 
by both utilities and regulators. In addition, the procedural 
requirements to be used by regulators for license extension reviews 
must be developed and agreed upon. This ranges from questions on 
compliance with regulations issued during the plant operating life to 
issues on cost recovery allowances by economic regulators. 

Support for two lead plants, the Yankee Rowe plant and the 
Monticello plant, was initiated in early 1989. This cost-shared effort 
involves preparation of safety analyses and applications for license 
renewal. The plan is to submit the lead plant applications to NRC in 
1991, with the objective of obtaining renewals of their licenses by 
1993. This accomplishment will pave the way for other operating U.S. 
nuclear plants to receive renewal licenses in the 1990's. 

CONCLUSION 
The coordinated national light water reactor program represents a 

vital element for restoring a viable nuclear energy option to the 
United States. The ALWR offers a high confidence opportunity for 
helping meet projected electricity requirements. While incorporating 
innovative means to increase safety, reliability, and operability, it 
is based on modest extensions of proven technology and on three decades 
of experience in LWR design, construction, and operation. The 
experience to date indicates that the potential of this program will be 
realized and that improved LWRs will be available for the 1990's and 
beyond. 
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